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Assrnacr

Continuunl damage mechanics uses damage varjables as intemal state variables of a mater.ial

to describe nlaterial deterioration uncler r¡nfavorable conditions. In deriving the constitutive

equations fof damaged matel'ials, the hypothesis of incremental complertenttu.y energlt

equivalence is ploposed here. Based on this new hypothesis, a large darnage theor.y is

formulated, flom which an anisotlopic damage model is developed. specializing the

hypothesis for the isotropic damage and on the basis of the iûeversible thermodlnamics

theory, a damage evolution model for ductile materials is formulated. The influence of the

stress trÌaxiality and strai¡ hardening exponent on the evolution process are analyzed. using

Dugdalers model for materials, damage distribution and size of damage zones just ahead of a

maclocrack under Mode I loading are studied. Analytical results obtained are compared with

those computed via a filite element analysis. Additionally, comparison of the size of plastic

zones obtained by extending Dugdale's model fo¡ elastic-perfectly plastic materials to strain

hardening materials is also made. Also, the effects of damage disfibution and damage size on

the stress intensity factor under Mode I loading are investigated. Three i¡fluence factors are

considered: local fracture path deflections, a reduction in the modulus of elasticity and a

release of residual shesses in the vicinity of a macrocrack. shielding effects are produced in

each of these situations.
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INTRODUCTION

1.1 Prologue

The evolrrtion of stluctural analysis and design is schematically clescr.ibed in Figure 1.1.

The ealliest work simply relied upon previous attempts, proceeding in an essentially trial

and enol manne[. It was not until the development of the concepts of stress and strain,

and their incorporation into the mathematical theor.y of elasticity during the nineteenth

century that quantitative procedures for analysis and design became possible. The

application of concepts of elasticity to determine the strength of a material is shown as the

second step in the figure.

Depicted as the third step is a consideration of stress concenhations in the stress analysis

of an elliptical hole fol a plate in tension. This concept relates the stress acting at the most

highly stressed point on the edge of the hole to the remote stress. A key subsequent step

was the connection of the stress intensity factor to Griffith's energy balance. This

accomplishment rcsulted in the development of linear elastic fracture mechanics and is

shown as the foulth step of the evolution.



The fifth step shown in the figule represents the more recent inter.est and activities of

many researchers dufing the past two decades. This is an explicit rccognition that

miclocracks or other defects do exist in every engineering structure, whether. arìsing ÍÌom

initial defects in the material, flom fabrication flaws, or from sewice conditions. The

aralysis of evolution, distlibution and propagation of these defects makes it possible to

predict and control them before they attain critical values. This new science is popular.ly

known as conÍinuum tlontage ntechanics (cDM) ancl has now become a new br.anch of

mechanics.

Empirical Adaptation of
Previously Successfu I Designs

Strength of Materials Approach:

Theory of Elasticity with Large Factors of Safety

Recognition of Süess Concentrations

Use of Fracture Mechanics: Determine Largest Tolerable Flaw

for Given Load or Safe Operating Load for Given Flaw Size

Use of Damage Mechanics: Analyze the Evolution, Distribution

and Propagation of Microdefects and its Influence on

Subsequent Material Behaviors

Figure 1.1: The Evolution of Structural Analysis and Design



As is well-known, engineeling materials subjected to unfavorable mechanical and/or

envircnmental conditions can result in a degradation of materjal properties anrl behavio¡.

due to the formation, accumulation and growth of micfostructural defects, These material

properties ale the stfength, r'igidity and fiacture toughness ofthe material, and the physical

behavior include wave propagation velocities, heat and electric conductions, effects of

magnetism and etc. The changes of the defects can be continuous or. discontiuuous,

depending on the loadilìg conditions and the matelial itself, leading ultimately to fail¡re. At

the microscale level this is the accumulation of miclostresses in the neighbourhood of

defects or interfaces and the bleaking of atomic bonds in the matedal. At the nesoscale

level, this is the growth and the coalescence of microcracks or microvoids which finally

form a macrocrack. Thus, at the macroscale level, this is the growth of that macrocr.ack.

Therefore, damage is attlibuted to the evolution and stable pl.opagation of microcracks

and voids in the material which in turn lead to macrocracks and a nonlinear stress-stfain

curye. There are two common approaches used to describe the influence of defects in the

strength of a material. The fust is the linea¡ elastic fracture mechanics approach which

considers the defects in a material as a single macrocrack and is based on conventional

fracture parameters such as the J-integral, crack tip opening displacement (croD) and

stress iûtensity factor (SIF). But there are many factors of microflacture in a

heterogeneous material and this makes it difficult to model the behavior using the classical

fracture mechanics in which each microcrack would have to be considered individually and

result in micromechanical modelings. Although fewer assumptions are required and the

elegance of the solutions make the micromechanical models interesting, the complexity of

the rigorous models or the extensive sirnplifications necessary for.practical models make

the models impractical for large scale numerical implementation. Therefore, the second



method, cDM approach, is developed to analyze the evolution of the intemal damage

before the macrocracks become visible. cDM considers the clefects of a material as

continuously distributed microscopic damage and uses an appl.opriate intemal state

valiable, namely, the damage valiable to describe damage evolution and mecha¡ical

behaviol of damaged materials. It discr¡sses systematically the effects of clamage on the

nechanical properties of materials and structur€s, the damage itself on the subsequent

development ofdamage undel the influence of extemal conditions. cDM has now become

an important blanch of mechanics. An excellent account of the progress of cDM is

outlined in [1] and [2].

I.2 Literature Sulvey

Since the frst introduction of the concept of cDM by Kachanov [3] in the description of

accelerating creep rates due to progressive material deterioration accompanied by the

nucleation and propagation of microcracks and microvoids, many researchers have been

trying to use it to solve practical engineering problems. For example, Ghrib and rinawi [4]

who used this concept to study the seismic response of concrete gravity dams; Jubran and

cofer [5] applied the method to evaluate the ultimate strength of a welded tubular

connection (T-joint); chow and co-workers used it to study ductile failure [6, 71, crack

initiation [8], and crack propagations [9]; and so on. Meanwhile, some new damage tems

ale developed based on different damage principals. These teminology include:

(a) creep Damage (t31, il0-121): At high temperature and under the action of str.ess

loadings, an accumulation and growth of microvoids in metal grains takes place (ductile



tlansgranular creep fractule). At the same time there occurs an accumulation and growth

of microcracks on intergranula' boundaries (b'ittle intergranular crcep fracture).

(b) Ductile Damage (t 13- I 6l): The same phenomenon, i.e., nucleation and growth of

miclovoids and microcracks, takes place in metals as the results of large plastic strains.

(c) Futi.gue Damage (t17 -201): undel the action of cyclic loacling a gradual deterior.ation

of the structurc of a material, caused by the accumulation and gr.owth of microcracks and

maclocracks, takes place.

(d) Dumage oJ concrete (t21-231: since concrete is a non-homogeneous material ther.e

are zones of weak mechanical lesistance in it, which under. loading, leads to the

appealance of clacks.

(e) spall Damage (124-261): Elastic and elastic-plastic damage due to impulsive loads. It
is a uniform distribution of microscopic cavities and cracks, coupling between void gr.owth

and stress waves.

(f) co*osion Damage (t27 -311: Pitting co.rosion, interg'anular couosion, etc.

Development of microcracks under stress in conrrsive environments,

To derive the constitutive equations undel the damage state, Lemaitre [i0] proposed a

hypothesis of the strain equivalence. This hypothesis is employed mainly in isotropic

damage because it will result in asymmeÍy of the stiffuess matrix when anisotropic

damage is considered. As first reported by cordebois and sidoroff l32l that the damage

developed in materials may be either isotropic or anisotropic even if the original material is

isotropic. Different from Lemaitrers hypottresis, sidoroff [33] suggested a hypothesis of

the total complementary enelgy equivalence. Based on this energy equivalence hypothesis,

chow and wang [34] proposed a generalized anisotropic damage theor.y. using their

model, the damage variables in the principal directions could be evaluated by conducting a



tensile test. Lee, Peng and wang [35] proposed an anisotropic damage criterion which

was achieved by introducing a damage strengthening concept just like the strain har.dening

concept in plasticity although the physical meaning is rlifferent. using this criterion and

chow and wang's anisotropic damage model [34], chow ancl co-workers shrclied ductile

fractule [6], crack i¡itiation [8] and clack propagations [9]. Later', they analyzed the HRR

fields for damaged materials [36]. This was achieved by descr.ibing the mechanical effects

of the distributed miclodefects in terms of the damage var.iable on the HRR field model for.

vilgin materials. Toi and che t371, Toi and Kiyosue [38] used chow and wangts theory

[34] to modet brittle microcmcking in solids based on mesoscopic simulations for.two and

three dimensions. Luccioni, oller and Danesi [39] tried to establish a plastic damaged

model for anisotlopic materials by assuming the existence of thlee spaces; a real damaged

anisotlopic space, a fictitious damaged isotlopic space and a fictitious undamaged

isotropic space. They solved the ploblem in the fictitious isotr.opic damaged space.

However', all these models formulated on the basis of the elastic energy equivalence model

proposed by sidoroff [33], are lestricted to small damage. lnvestigation into large damage

is still very limited. Broberg [¿10] introduced a damage definition suitable for modeling

læge damage. when the damage is small, this definition reduces to the original Kachanov

definition [3]' Luo, Mou and Han t4il proposed an incremental complementary elastic

energy equivalence. Based on this assumption, they developed an anisoÍopic damage

model' It has been shown that this hypottresis leads naturally to a theory for large

anisotropic damage and that it reduces to the small damage model of chow and wang

[34] when the damage is small.

over the past decade, there has been a tremendous interest in ductile damage. Rousselier

[43] considered ductile damage to be related to the density changes due to the inevitable



formation of microvoids during the plastic deformation process. However, this theory

cannot yet be leadily used for practical problems as it is diffrcult to measure the local

changes in density. Lemaitre [13] developed a damage model to predict isotropic ductile

damage by introducing a concept of the damage equivalent stress based on the

thermodynamics. He found that the damage is linear. with equivalent str.ain and quite

dependent on the t'iaxiality by means of the damage equivalent stress. Tai and yang [42]

derived a void-damage model to analyze the growth and coalescence of microvoids for

ductile damage. Thonson and Hancock [44) analyzed the ductile failure by voirl

nucleation, glowth and coalescence. They combiDed the observations of voids on

metallographic sections with calculated deformation historjes an<l the elliptical void

gro\¡/th equations to detemine the local conclitions for void nucleation and the strength of

the particle-matrix interface. The influence of the strcss Íiaxiality on the nucleation and

coalescence were found. sun et al. [45] implemented a local damage model into the finite

element program ADINA to study the conelation between microscopical damage and

macloscopical material damage in the analysis of ductile rupture of matedals. Zheng, Luo

and Zheng [15] formulated a microdamage evolution equation based on the ineversible

thermodynamics and orthogonal flow rule. Then, by comparing wittr the microdamage

evolution equation and invoking the principle of minfu¡¡p strength, a macrodamage

equation was obtained. In reality, the ductile damage can be caused by many different

mechanisms, such as intemal and extemal necking, nucleation and growth of microvoids,

etc. Any of these mechanisms can cause the final fracture. Han and Mou [16] analyzed the

void induced damage by using the effective stress concept and thermodynamics method.

The effect of stress triaxiality on the damage evolutions have also been examined by Mou

and Han [461.



since macrocracks will dominate the matelial rcsponse when they form, the continuum

damage mechanics is only applicable to the stage before the initiation of macrocracks. But

the propagation of a macrocrack is still affected by the state of damage in the material,

especially the damage in the vicinity area of the macrocr.ack tip. Numer.ical finite element

analyses and expeliment observations by Hayhurst, Dimmer and Morlison t47, 4gl

showed a stlong concentlation of damage ahead of a shalp macr.ocrack loaded in the

opening mode of an infinite sheet (Mode I). This clamage zone can cause the local fr.acturc

path very different from ideal cuts. These werc also confimed by the results of a

micloscopic examination [49]. As pointed out by Giovanola and Finnie [50], the validity

of ductile fracture chalacterjzation based on the conventional fractt¡le pafameters is

questionable. Also, Poe [51] indicated that it may not be possible to properly analyze the

fracturc process without an accurate knowledge of the size and nature of damage at the

macrocrack tip. This is because these developing microdefects in the damage zone,

interacting with the macrocrack and with each other, change the stress distribution in the

vicinity of the macrocrack tip and therefore, affect crack propagations and conventional

fracture parameters. For this reason, chow and Lu [9] felt that the conventional frach¡re

parameters cannot be considered as infinsic material properties if the damage is not

considered. Dugdale [52] calculated the length of the plastic zone in the direction of a

macrocrack in Mode I for an elastic-perfbctty plastic material. Janson [53] analyzed the

stress distribution in the plastic zone by using the Dugdale model and the damage concept

for an elastic-perfectly plastic material. However, in his work, he assumed the damage

obeys a power relation and it is not too obvious how the exponent is obtained. Therefore,

his model suffers fi'om a lack of clear physical interpretation. wu, Mai and cotterell [54]

established a model of fracture crack growth based on the modified Dugdale model and

damage accumulation used by Budiansky and Hutchinson [55]. using a coffin-Manson



type law of plastic strain hystercsis enelgy for pefectly plastic material, they assumed that

fatigue crack propagation is caused by damage accumulation due to cyclic plastic str.ain in

the revelsed plastic zone. Taylor, chen and Kuszmaul [23] Íeated, the dynamic fiacture

process in rock as a continuous accrual of damage and modeled the microcrack-incluced

damage accumulation in brittle lock under dynamic loading. In their. moclel, they combined

the theory of fractule mechattics with some statistical treatment to accou¡tt for the landom

distribution of microcracks, arrd Budiansky and o'connell's model [56] to detemine the

elastic miduli of a clacked solid was also employed. chen [57] analyzed the continuum

damage .esponse of a center'-cracked plain conclete panel i' tension by assuming a

weibull statistical distribution of micrccracks. Tai t58l investigared the damage variation

at a macrocrack tip by using the effective plastic strains. The size of the damage zone is

found to be dependent on the crack opening displacement, the critical r.ecrystallization

strain and the strain at damage initiation. But it is diffìcult to fincl an appr.opriate

expression for the effective plastic strains for the materials. chai [59] monitored the

evolution of damage at the tip of macrocracks in adhesive bonds deforming in shear. Li

and Du [60] analyzed the damage at a macrocrack tip in composite laminates. They tried

to connect cDM with fracture mechanics by establishing some quantitative relations such

as those between stress, energy release rate and damage variables, but no result was given

in thei¡ work. Mou and Han [61] also analyzed the damage disÍibutions and damage

zones ahead of a macrocrack for elastic-perfectly plastic materials by using the isotropic

case of their anisotropic large damage model [41]. This analysis has been extended to the

prediction of damage dish'ibutions and damage zones for strain hardening materials with

elastic damage [62].



The damage in the vicinity of a macrocrack causes a reduction in the modulus of elasticity

in that area, whereas the reduction in the modulus will affect the SIF of the macrocrack to

result in the so-called shielding phenomenon. In lecent years, the shielding phenomenon

has been a s'bject of several studies [63-75]. Evans and Fu t63, 641 studied the

rnicroclack toughening associated with microstrucfural resiclual sfesses zu.ising fi.om

thelmal contraction mismatch among landomly or.iented gr.ains. In theil.work, the concept

of micloclackiug saturation was ploposed which allowed the neal. tip crack field to be

characterized by a SIF. Budiansky, Hutchinson and Lambropoulos [66], and Hutchinson

[67] used this concept to consider the change ofslF due to strains ar.ising fiom the rclease

of rcsidual stresses when microcracks are folmed in the near tip arca of a macrocrack.

Shielding results for arbitrarily shaped microcrack zones were obtained for the case wherc

the orientations of the microcracks ale landomly distributerl. Steif t6gl analyzed cracktip

shielding effects by modeling a semi-infinite macrocrack penetlating a cilcular. inclusion

which has a rcduced modulus caused by microcracks. shielding was also found for a wide

range of material parameters. Employing a continuum damage mechanics approach, chow

and Lu [73] malyzed the macrocrack tip shielding in brittle solids. They found that by

replacing the sIF by a near{ip sIF Kr;e, the near-tip stress field can still be described by

the clæsical singular solution, even for a material that has become anisotropic due to

damage. They also concluded that isotropic damage is less effective than exfemum

anisotropic damage in macrocrack tip shielding. Mou and Han [74,75] re-examined the

damage performance in the vicinity ofa macrocrack tip by considering damage distribution

and damage size near the macrocrack tip. Effects due to local fi.acture path deflections, a

reduction in the modulus of elasticity and a rclease of residual stresses during

microcmcking on SIF wele studied in detail. The model used was based on the ear.lier.
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wo'k of Mou and Han [46, 62] in which an approach was developed to predict damage

distribution and the size of the damage zone under Mode I loading.

1.3 Objective of Research

The objective of the rcsearch is to develop a model to analyze lar.ge clamage in conti¡ruum

damage mechanics and use this model to study the dan'ìage evolution and damage

distribution.

1.4 Scope ofStudy

The scope of the study encompasses the following areas:

. 1o formulate an incremental complementary energy approach to handle large

damage,

. to include anisotropy in the model,

. to investigate damage evolution in ductile materials,

. to examine theoretically, damage distributions and damage zones ahead of a

macrocrack under Mode I loading,

' to analyze the interaction between a macrocrack and damage zone, so as to be able

to determine this interaction influence on the fracturc charactedzations under Morle I

loading, and

' to carry out adequate model testing and verification by compaÍing its solutions with

available experimental results, published results, fmite element resulls, theoretical

1l



rcsults for simple limiting situations of (a) uniaxial tension, and (b) pure torsion, etc.,

to ensule the proposed theory is conectly formulated.

1.5 Thesis Layout

There are six main parts in this thesis: chapter 2: Basic concepts in continr¡um Damage

Mechanics; chapter 3: The hypothesis of Incremental complementary Energy

Equivalence and the Theory of Large Anisotropic Damage; chapter 4: Damage Evolution

in Ductile Materials; chapter 5: Damage Zones and Damage Distributions just ahead of a

Macrocrack; chapter 6: Damage Zones in Materials with strain Hardening Behavior;

Chapter 7: Damage Per.formance in the Vicinity of a Macrocr.ack Tip.

rn chapter 2, a general description of the continuum damage mechanics is presented.

Damage variables, in the fonn of scalar, vector, second-order tensor and higher.-order

tensor are outlined. The concept of the effective stress is introduced. A general damage

effect tensor is formulated which symrnetrizes the effective stress. The common methods

of experimental measurement of damage are also described.

ln chapter 3, two classical hypotheses for the deriving of the constitr¡tive equations under

damage state arc presented: the hypothesis of strain equivalence and the hypothesis of

total complementary energy equivalence. The advantages and disadvantages of these two

hypotheses arc descdbed. Then, to overcome some disadvantages, the hypothesis of an

incremental complementary energy equivalence is pr.oposed which is then used to derive a

larye anisotropic damage model. This model reduces to the weìl-known small damage



model when the damage is small. Applications of the proposed damage model are

illustlated by analyzing the cases of uniaxial tension, purc torsion and elastic perfectly-

plastic behaved damage.

hr Cltaprer 4, the inever.sible themod¡'namics theor.y coupled with the isotr.opic large

damage model are used to develop a damage evolution model for. ductile mater.ials. The

pl€dictions of the damage evolution are then comparcd with exper.iment results. The

predictions fol matelials with different strain harclening exponents ancl under. different

stress triaxiality are also given.

ln chapter 5, the nonlineaì' behaviol of damaged matedals ar.e descr.ibed. Damage zones

and damage distributions ahead of a macrocrack in Mode I ar.e analyzed by using

Dugdale's model fol materials with elastic perfectly-plastic behavior. The results ar.e

compared to those obtained via a finite element analysis. The sizes of the damage zones

are also compared with those of the plastic zones pr.edicted by Dugdale's model.

rn chapter 6, the study of chapter 5 is extended to strain hardening behaved damage

materials. The fonnula of damage distribution and the size of damage zones are obtained.

Comparisons wilh the finite element analysis are also conducted.

rn chapter 7, the damage performance in the vicinity of a macrocrack tip is examined.

special attention is paid to the effect of damage in the vicinity of a macrocrack tip on the

stress intensity factor. The effects studied include local fi.acture path deflections, a

rcduction in the modulus of elasticity and a release of residual stresses during the



microcracking process. Damage distlibutions and the size of the damage zone ahead of a

macrocrack arc considercd in the modeling.

Finally, in chapter 8, an overall surnmary of the thesis is given and general conclusions

from this doctoral research are drawn. Some ftlture worlt is also suggested.
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Cs¿.prpn Two

BASIC CONCEFTS IN CONTINUUM DAMAGE MECHANICS

In this chapter, an introduction to continuum damage mechanics is pr.esented. The

concepts of damage valiables, effective stfess and damage effect tensor al€ discussed. The

chapter ends with a brief description on the exper.imental measurement of damage.

2.1 Damage Variables and Effective Stresses

In cDM, a damage variable is employed to describe the material deterioration. The

damage variable can be a scalar, vector or tensor. The physical implications of the damage

vadable can be illustrated by considering a damage volume element at macroscale level as

shown in Figure 2.1. Let A be the overall cross-sectional area of the element before

loading with its orientation defined by ñ . After loading, the area A becomes the effective

area ã . This is due to the material degradation caused by the presence of microcracks,

voids and stress concentrations. If these microcracks and voids are assumed to be

uniformly distributed in all directions, that is the damage is assumed to be isotropic, ttren

the damage vadable is defined as,

o=A- ¿
A
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In addition this definition of the damage valiable, cordier and van t76l defined D as the

percentage of broken gÍains relative to the total number of broken glains when the

macrocrack is cleated. But the application of this definition is sustained some assumptions.

Kempl [77] felt that quantities associated with faiture are more appropr.iate indicator.s of

damage than quantities associated with defor¡ration. Therefore, he pr.oposed the concept

of a residual lifetime as a neasule of damage. However, this kind of definition of damage

is not suitable fol the description of continuum solid mechanics states. From Equation (1),

the lelationship between the effective stress õ and the usual cauchy str.ess o is obtained

as,

-to =-ol-D

Figure 2,1: An Element in a Damaged Mate al

(2)

.y
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Equations (l) and (2) may also be physically illustrated for the case of a bar.under uniaxial

tension as depicted in Figure 2.2. since ã is the effective load-carrying area of the curent

damage state, we can assume an equivalent fictitious undamaged bar subjected to the

applied load 7 with the cross-sectional area ã as shown in Figure 2.2(c).

Figure 2.2: Damage of a Bar under. Uniaxial Tension:

(a) Initial Undamaged State; (b) Cuffent Damaged State;

(c) Fictitious Undamaged State

The scalar damage variable is adequate for modeling isotropic damage, i.e., for the

damage characterized by the randomly distributed voids or by the homogeneous

distribution of spherical cavities, but not applicable to d¿urage with a marked directionality

in void geometries or to damage with spherical cavities with a significant directionality in

their spatial distribution. However, in the case of a small cavity density, the global

deformation is almost isotropic and hence the scalar damage variable can also be employed

for the constitutive equations of damaged matelials. The implication and limitation of

some scalar damage models were discussed in [?8].
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Table 2.1: Damage Variables

Damage Variables Applications Refelences Figure

ReDlesentation

Scalar'

Creep

Void evolution

Fatigue failure

Elastic-plastic

t3l, tl0l
tl31, t16l

f20l

126l W
Vector'

Cleep

Spalling

Elastic-brittle

t80l

t8 1l

t821, i83l

Second-order

tensol

Creep

Elasticity

Elastic-plastic

Geneml

tlll
Í341,l4tl

i791, t841, t8sl

t3sl, t861, t87l

Higher-older tensor

Creep

Concrete

General

t88l

t8e1

te0l, t91l 6
In most cases, even if the initial material properties are isotropic, the development of the

material damage may be anisotropic. For this situation, a vector, a second or higher-order

damage tensor has to be employed. Table 2.1 shows some examples of their applications.

A vector damage variable can be used to describe the effects of the distributed plane

cracks in the directions pelpendicular to the plane of cracks. The magnirude of the vector

represents either the area or the length of the crack and the direction represents the normal
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to the plane of the crack. Although this is an improvement over the scalar representation,

it still ignores the effect of the shape of the crack. Second and higher.-order damage

tensors can be used to describe the damage distributions and the mechanical effects of

microscopic voids morc accurately, but will rcsult in gteatel mathematical complexities.

One way to circumvent the mathematical complexities is to entploy a symmetric second-

ordel tensol as evident in a number of anisotropic damage models t6, 34, 4l, 79, 84-971.

Suppose D is a symmetric second-order damage tensor and has the three pr.incipal values

D,, D, awJ D" coÍresponding to the three plincipal coordinates Xt, X2, X3. Then these

values corLespond to the reduction of the load-caflying areas of a tetr.ahedron in the

(X,,Xr,xr) cooldinates as shown in Figure 2.3.Thatis,

(aJ (b)

Figure 2.3: Principal Values of the Damage Tensor:

(a) Current Damaged Configuration; (b) Fictitious Undamaged Configuration

n-*,, oen-+oQñ.-+ o,=+

ñ - *2, onp -+ oñÞ -+ Dr=A,- 4
A2
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¡ = *.,, ope -: oÞe -: o. - A, - A,

A3

For the anisotropic damage, the effective stress of Equation (2) can be exprcssed in a

genelalized form by,

6 = M(D). a

= M,j*to u

where the o symbol denotes tensor pl.oduct contracted over two indicates, and M,,0, are

the components of M(D) which is a for¡rth-r'ank linear operator called the damage effect

tensor of the fourth order. Note that M(D) reduces to a scalar l0- D) when the damage

is isotlopic. As defined tn Equation (3), although the cauchy stl.ess o is frame invariant,

the effective stress õ may not be symmetric or frame-invariant under the given

transformation. It depends on the particular expression of M(D) that is used. However, if

the effective stress is symmefized, it can easily be shown that it satisfies the frame-

invariance princi ple 1921.

2.2 Damage Effect Tensor M(D)

In general, it is easily seen from Equation (3) that the effective stress tensor is non-

symmetric. To symmetlize the effective stress, the following relation is adopted:

(.t)

6u

- o*)-'t' o ,(õ, - or)'oõr = (ôir
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_ _o*(ô*;-oor) '+(ô,, -Dr)-'o,
2

whele the stless and the damage tensol' ale reprcsented for a general state of damage, that

is,

Equation (4) is based on the geometric mean so as to make the effective stless symmetìic.

An alternative choice which is based on the arithmetic mean can be expressed as follows,

the symbol ô, is the Kronecker delta and Du are less than 1.If Equatlan (4) is applied,

then

[o,, otz o,rl [D,, D,r A.l
["u]= | " , ot¿ ", l, [or]=l o, D,, o,,l (5)

Lo,, azt orj l_r,, D,, 4, I

l,t t",t.,- o?, .[õ;D; + DÃ; "[D,p" +õ;E;
I

lu,-o,]-"' =#|fDÞ;.D;Ç jÃ"^,,-tl,pÞ;+õ;q
I

L,[õ;D;+î;E; "FÃrõ;Ç $,A"_4

in which @ is given by,

@ = À,,ÅrrÂr, - ÚuLu- %L"r- D?"Lr. -2Dt2DnD,3



L" =õ" - D"

Then using Equation (4), the matrix rcpresentation for the effective stress tensor can be

obtained. Rewliting the rcsulting effective strcss mah.ix in the vector. form

matrix lepresentation for the damage effect tensor. M(D) is obtained,

M,, M* M,o M,,

M,, M,, M,o M,,
M' M' Mro Mt,
Mo" Mo, M44 Mo,

M9 M$ Ms4 Mss

Mu, Mu, Muq Mu,

wherc

Mrr=L.ró.rr-D|,

Mrr= D.,rDu + D',L33

Mrr=DrrDu+DßL22

Mor=W

Mrt=@

Mur=W

(6)

Mrof

,,rl
M^, I

;^:^l

r,'")

f M,,

t,,,
V,r\=!14,',,

1,,,
lMu,
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Mr"= DrrDr. + Dt2L33

Mrr= Lrr|rr- D!,

Mrr= DrrDr, * DrrL,

m"r=@

urr=@

Mu"=M

M r, = DrrD". + DßL2z

M"r=DrrD'.+D%Lr

Mrr=A,uA,."-fi,

Mor=M

urr=@

Mur=W



M*=2w
uro=zW

nrrr=z@

Mou=DrrDrr+4rÁ.r*@

M r, = DrrDr, + D,'A, 
r r+ {^"^rr;ÐG¿" JÐ

Mu,=M*@

Uru=ZW



uru=zW

u*=zW

M*=M.W
u,u=ffi*W
Muu=DrrDu*Orr\,rr*@

Obviously, M(D) is not symmetric. If the principal damage variable s D, D, ønd D, are

used, it can be easily verified that the damage effect teûsor rn Equatiorz (6) reduces to the

following diagonalized fomr:

luu<n¡l=

000
000
000

-+-oo
{(r-rrJtr-r,)0--+0

{( I -/)r )( I -/¿ I

ôôl
JI /,JII-[t

Equation (7) is exactly the folrn ploposed by Sidoloff t331. lf the plincipal directions of

the effective stresses and the matelial damage during loading are assumed to coincide with

the conventional shesses, then Equation (4) becomes,

(7)

Ìû 0 0

0+ 0

0 0 
,-,r,-_J_

000
000
000



ló,1 |.",/(r - D,)]

l¿, I 1",,10- o,)l

Ju,t_ j",,¡1r-o)l

l:.f-l o 
I

t;.1 I : I

Note that õo = õ, = õc = 0 which means that the effective sheal stresses are zero and thus

thele is no sheal stresses associated with atea reductions.

2.3 Experimental Measurement of Damage

Damage variables r€late to the overall area of defects in a specimen. Therefore the

characteristics like orientation, density, shape etc. will affect the damage variable e.
Several experimental methods can be used to measure damage quantitatively. They include

direct measurements, variation of the elasticity modulus, vadation of the microhardness,

variation of density, electrical resistance, acoustic emission and etc. [93]. Note that the

direct measurement and the variation of the elasticity modulus methods are usually

employed for engineering materials. However, both of them are desfuctive methods. The

direct measurement consists of the evaluation of the total defects areas lying on an element

surface at mesoscale level. An example of this method can be found in [14] whose results

have been used to verify the damage evolution model developed in [16]. The variation of

density approach is not applicable when the anisotropic damage is to be considered since

the measurement of density change can not provide any direction information. Therefote,

it can only be used to evaluate isotropic damage, or used for the purpose of overall
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evaluation of the damage in the material. The variation of the elasticity modulus technique

may be used for any kind of damage as long as damage is uniformly disúibuted ìn the

volume. By measuring the effective Young,s modulus Ê at unloading or reloading path

(see Figure 2.4) and effective poisson's r.atio, the clamage varÌables in the principal

dilections D, D, and D. can be deter.minecl experimentally as shown by Chow ancl Wang

[34]. The lelationship of the damage variable with the effective young's modulus will be

discussed later.

Figure 2.4: Measurement of Effective Youngrs Modulus

2.4 Ductile Damage versus Brittle Damage in the Fracture process

Figure 2.5(a) and (b) schematically illusÍates the uniaxial tensile stress-sfain behavior. in

ductile and brittle materials. Ductile materials are characterized by a prolonged plastic

deformation phase whereas brittle materials exhibit negligible plastic deformation. For a

ductile materjal, the süess eventually reaches an instability point, where strain hardening
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cannot keep pace with the loss in the cross sectional area, and a necked region forms

beyond the maximum load. Miclovoids nucleate at inclusions and the second phase

particles, the voids grow together to form a macroscopic flaw, which leads ultimately to

fracture. In ductile materials, if the second phase particles and inclusions are well bonded

to the matrix, then void nucleation is often the critical step because fracture occurs soon

after the voids are formed. If void nucleation occurs with little difñculty, the fracture

properties are controlled by the growttr and coalescence of voids. The failure will occur

only after the growing voids reach a critical size (relative to their spacing) and a local

plastic instability develops between voids. For a brittle material, the failure is typically by

either cleavage or intergranular fracture. cleavage is most likely when plastic flow is

¡estricted. Therefore cleavage can be preceded by large scale plastic flow and ductile crack

growth. Intergranular fracturc may take place if microdefects or cavitation, microcracking

and corrosion occur mainly on grain boundaries.

(a) Ductile Fracture (b) Bì'ittle Flactur e

Figure 2.5: Fracturc in Metals
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Cnaprnn Tnnnp

THE HYPOTHESIS OF INCREMENTAL COMPLEMENTARY ENERGY

EQUIVALENCE AND THE THEORY OF LARGE ANISOTROPIC DAMAGE

The central theme of this doctolal dissertation is introduced her.e by formulating the

hypothesis of incremental complementaly energy equivalence. Based on this hypothesis, a

theory of large anisotropic damage is proposed. To velify and assess the model, several

test examples ale analyzed.

3.1 Hypotheses for Modeling Damage State Constitutive Equations

Three hypotheses are available for modeling constitutive equations under the damage

state. They are as follows.

(l) The Hypothesis of Strain Equivalence (J. Lemaitre and J. Chaboche, [94] )

The method of local states assumes the thermomechanical state at a point to be completely

defined by a set of continuous state variables. rn 1974, Lemaitre and chaboche [94]

aryued that when this concept is applied at the microscale level, it implies that the

constitutive equations (for computing strains) of a microvolume element are not modified
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by a neighboring microvolume element containing a microcrack. Extrapolating to the

mesoscale level, they proposed a strain equivalence hypothesis which states that the strains

computed from the constitutive equations fol a damaged material may be der.ived in the

same \ryay as for a virgin material by replacing the usual stress by the effective stress. This

is graphically sketched in Figure 3.1. Accolding to this hypothesis, the damage evolution

is only chalactelized by a decrease in stless, with the shain remaining unchangecl, But in

rcality, damage which is due to microcracks and voids anil thus resulting in a loss of

stiffuess, nÌust produce both strcss and strain changes. However, the single biggest

disadvantage of the Lemaitre and chabochers hypothesis is that it pr.oduces asymmetry in

the stiffiress maÍix when anisotlopic damage is modeled [34], unless some very str.ong

Iestfictions on the form of the damage effect tensof ale assumed. These drawbacks led

others to considel altemative approaches to model damage.

Figure 3.1: The Hypothesis of Strain Equivalence.

õ,o
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(2) The Hypothesis oJ Totul Complementary Energy Equivalence (F. SidoroJf [33] )

In 1980, SidoLoff [33] proposed the hypothesis of total complementary energy equivalence

to overcome the asynmetl'y ploblem. He assumed that the total complementary energy for
a damaged material {(o, Ér;' ,D) is of the same form as that f'or an undamaged material

V"(a,ø;',0), with the exception that the str.ess is now r.eplacecÌ by the effective shEss or

v"(o, r;',4) = v"(o,¿';',0)

Since

v"(o,¿;r,o) =!6' . B;' .6

= |o'' 
. tøço¡' . E-' . M(D). a

t._
=ì_61 o frot o6

ê"e

Figure 3.2: The Hypothesis of Total Complementary Energy Equivalence.
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wheïe Equation (3) has been used and E;' = M(n)' . E;' . M(D) is the effective

modulus at damage state D. Thereforc this total energy equivalence can be schematically

shown by Figure 3.2 where the arcas AB0 an¡[, A'8,0 ar.e assumed to be equal.

The concept of energy equivalence is morc ftìndamental than the notion of strâin

equivalence. This is because energy is a mole fl¡ndamental variable than strain (or.str.ess)

in desclibing a state of material, damaged ol othelwise. Thermoclynanically, deformation

in solids is a process by which energy is tlansferred, stoled, and/or dissipated. The first

law of thermodynamics is a contimrum posfulate of the energy balalrce. The seconrl law

states that if an enelgy transfer is to occul' naturally, it should be accompanied by an

increase (or at least a non-decrease) in the entopy of the original state. Therefore, it is the

concept of energy and not that of strain ol stress, in rendering a logically simpler and more

comprehensive way of character.i ztng real and irever.sible physical processes,

Adopting sidoroffs hypothesis, chow and wang t34l developed a model that is valid for

anisotropic dam¿gs. They showed mathematically that symmeû.y in the stifhess matrix for

the anisotropic damage is still retained. However, as we shall see, the models developed so

far are not valid for large damage. As shown n Figure 3.2, fhe hypothesis of total

complementary energy equivalence is based on the secant modulus line A? and depending

on the shape of the stress-strain curve, the resulting approximation of the area A,8,0 can

be crude. For example, the area formed by the triangle A,B? can differ signiñcantly fi.om

that bounded by the curve 0A' and lines 0B' and A,B, . To avoid this problem, we introduce

the concept of an incremental area instead of a total area. This approach then allows us to

arbitrarily choose the incremental step size and by making the step size very small, the
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difference in areas between a triangle and that bounded by a curve can be made very small.

However, the price to be paid is that a summation of all the incremental arcas is now

rcquired. Furthel'details of this appr.oach is described next.

(3) The Hypothesis oJ lnuentental Complementary Energy Equivalence (A. Luo, y. Mou

and R. Hon [41] )

The hypothesis of increfttenrúl complementary energy equivalence, first proposed by Luo,

Mou and Han [41] n 1992, states that the incrcmental complementar.y elastic enetgy

between the conventional stresses oD and, o, + do o for a damaged material characterized

by a damage tensor D+dD, Et["(tbo,Ê;t*oo,D + dD), as shown in Figure 3.3, is

equivalent to the incremental complementary elastic enelgy between the effective stlesses

ó o,o, and ô o*0, + d6 r*oo fol a damaged material chal.acter.ized by a damage tensol D,

õV 
"(aô o*o,É;t,l) . mat is, the areas of A,B,C,D, and, ABCD ateequal, or

o,o

õo*o+dõo*o
oDldoD

oor¿o
oD

ã,e

Figure 3.3: The Hypothesis of Incremental Complementary Energy Equivalence.
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av"(aa r,Ê;,|,,,o,n + ao) =¿v"(¿ô oto,,Ê:;' ,n) (8)

Fo' isotropic damage, the process is sketched in Figure 3.4, in which the damaged

material is 'rtlansformed" fiom its damage to the fictitious undamaged states, thlough a

series of sequential steps, D+(dD)p D, D-(dD)2,...,0 (undamaged state).

T=o ilr r,lDì, "D (dDr.
T=o A

-)"'*@

Figure 3.4: Incremental Damage Equivalence for Isohopic Damage.

Since the new hypothesis of Luo, Mou and Han [41] is applicable to large damage, it is

more general than all previous othels. The formulation of large damage based on this

hypothesis is presented next.

3.2 The Theory of Large Anisotropic Damage

In the undamaged state, the linear elastic constitutive equation is,
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e" = Eit .o

where e", E,r are respectively, the elastic str.ain and the elastic tensor. When a material is

clamaged, the constitutive lelation becomes,

e" =E;t.o

in which É;r is the effective elastic tensor. For. small, inct€mental damage, the relation

betwee¡r the stless o and the effective stless õ may be assumed to be similar to Equation

(3) namely,

ôo,oo=M(¿!þ)oso

Ftom Figure 3.3, we have,

õv 
"(cb o, E;'*oo, o + n) = )aai. Ê;l*n o . (2o o + tto o)

and together with Equation (10), we get,

(e)

(10)

(11)

õv 
"(dô o*o , Ê,;' , o) = |at\r,, 

. Ê;' . (2õ or- + d6 D*dD)

=i^;' M(rtD)' . É;' . pt(¿o).(2oo+ rtao) 
02)

lnvoking the proposed hypothesis and substituting Equations (11) and (12) into Equation

(8) yields,

Êi'-*= u(¿n)' . Ê,;' . Pt(¿o) (i3)



From thermodynamics, the constitutive relation is given by,

LD -

alav 
"(¿a,, 

E;\,,, o + ¿o)l

a(ao,)

=(uçao¡' . É;' . M(¿o)). o,

It is clear frcm Ecluations (13) and (14) that the constitutive lelation between the shess

and strain is,

e"r=E;tno,r.a,

Multiplying each side of Equation (14) by (MktD)r)-r and simptiffing via Equation (10),

we have,

(ru1ao\')-' . eî = Ê;, .(u(an). o o)
aat -

= Eo' t c n*¿n

The effective elastic strain õ!*, can now be defined by,

é;dD =(MQD)')-' .r"o

which implies that the constitutive relation for the damaged material at state D+¿tD can be

expressed in the form of effective sftess and effective strain as follows,

éo*o=E;t.ôo*oo

( l4)

(1s)

( 16)
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Comparing Equations (9) and (17), it is obvious that to preserr'e the form of the

constitutive equation at each stage of damage, it is necessary to replace strains ancl

stlesses by their effective counterpaüs. For example in going from an undamaged state,

i.e. D = 0, to a damage increment state, i.e. lD, the constitutive relation is,

e)D= Eo .O¿t)

Thus, the incremental complementary energy equivalence can establish the relationship at

each damage incremental step. It r€flects the damage as a process of incrcmental material

detelioration. Since we are dealing with incr.emental quantities, È'qa ation (15) is applicable

not only to small damage but also to large damage, assuming damage can be modeled as a

series of small incremental damage. Note that small damage here rcfers to the situation

where the damage variables 4 << 1 . The delivations of the effective elastic tensor and the

damage effect tensor for large damage are ptesented next. For ease of usage, standard

tensor notations are used whenever possible, Thus, the 3-D stress and strain components

can be conveniently expressed as,

The elastic tensor 4 for an isotropic material is given by,

( 18)

e,, I
e.. I

,;I
2er.'l

,r?,rrl

l:,1 ll;;l 
|'ì

"' 
1,,l firi 

"' 
t:l



-v00
-v00
100
0 2(l+v) 0

0 0 2(t+v)
000

where { is Young's modulus and v is Poisson's ratio. Assuming damage is in the pr.incipal

bnt nnknown directions, then the damage effect fensor M,,(D) for small damage is given

by Equation (7). Assuming identical for.m, the incremental damage effect tensor Mr(tlD)

can be written as,

lm,<ao>]=

000
000
000

T;ùñi o o

0 --+. 0,l(t-dD,\l ¿D)
nn

l0-¿4]ft-,t4)

Next, we assume that the large damage can be discretized into a series of piecewise linear

damage of up to /¿ steps as illustrated n Figure 3.5. The incremental damage variable

dDik, k : 1, 2,' , ', n, for the ith-direction when summed together, yields the large damage

variable Q for that direction, i.e.,

O,=\rtn,n, Q:1,2,3)
k=l

substituting Equations (19) and (20) into Equation (13), we get rhe following effective

elastic tensor,

(le)

0

n

0

0

0

z(t + v)

i-v
-v1

00
00
00

(20)

åq00
o#60
0 0 --1-
000
000
000

(2t)
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Figure 3.5: Piecewise Linea¡ Damage of Matedals



For continuous damage, ¿ -.> .o , and if we assume equal damage steps, i.e., tlDu = tlD,, =
. ' .= tlD¡,,, then dD,o = D¡ I n. Equation (22) becomes,

[¿ l-'=IL't)D r;

l-v
;ì¡-ãf ;:lã-õr

..(D1tDll ..r4 .lra+Di

.-(.1'Drr . l4 'DÐ

000
000
000

000
000
000

#1*ooo#+|o
oo##

(23)

Equation (23) depicts the effective elastic tensor for large damage. Using this Êo, the

constitutive equation fol large damage can thus be written as,

e" = E;t .o

3.3 Damage Effect Tensor M(D) for Large Damage

To deduce the form of the damage effect tensor M(D) ror large damage so that the

effective sfess tensor is symmeÍic, similar to Equation (4) we suggest the following

relations which is based on the geometric mean in order to symmetrize the effective stress

6,

ó, =fe-o" + (ô,0 - 1)]-'i' oo,lr-, * (a 
o - t)]-'t' (2s)

(24)
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where the stress and damage tensors are represented for a general state of damage as

given in Equatiore (5). Then the general expressions of M(D), similar to Equation (6) but

A- = e-'u + ð, - 1, can also be derived. Also, if the principal damage variable s D,, D" and

D, arc used, it can be easily seen that the damage effect tensor obtaired ftom Equution

(25) will be reduced to the following diagonalized form,

(26)

lì
lo
lo

lM,rØl=l o

lo
lo

00
i"o
0 -+.
00
00
00

00
00
00

-aJãE 0

nr
" . (Dz,Dt)f

00

0l
0l
0l
:l

;"**)

By comparing EquaÍion (ó) with Equation (26), we can define the damage variable for a

large isotlopic damage as,

A
D= inA

A

This definition was first proposed by Broberg [40], but here this defurition arises naturally

from the assumption of the incremental complementary energy equivalence. From

Equation (27), the effective stress is,

ó=eDo

Note that the Mr(D) as presented in (26) allows the large effective elastic tensor E, in

Equation (23) to be recovered by canying out the following algebraic manipulation,

(27)



Éo'=M(n)''.Ei'.M(D)

If the damage valiable is ver.y small, i.e., e << I , each term ir,. M(D) can be expanded via

a Taylor series expansion, namely, e 't' =1- D,+4+.... Neglecting higher. or.der terms,

we Set ¿-D' = I - 4. Substituting into Equation (26), the small damage M(D) of

Equation (7) is recovered. In a similar. fashion, E for.small damage is deriverl as,

lÊ,f:

frI (r-q)'t-"
|¡:qÍr ¡Jt-"

I ln:ÐrE J
El 0

lo
I

L0

------:J-(r-4)(r-4) (r-4)(r-D,)
___L__
lt-D,)' (r-D,)(l-4)

------:!-(r-Dr)(l-4) (r_D,)'

00
00
00

000
000
000

dit-b o o

o -:!t"L n- (r_D,)(¡_a)ooG#Ð

(28)

which is precisely the form given by Chow and Wang [34].

3.4 Transformation of Damage Tensor and Damage Effect Tensor

The damage variables and damage effect tensor may be transformed to an arbiúary

Car tesian rectangular coordinate system (xi,x,r,x) as shown n Figure 3.6. Assumhg the

direction cosines between the original coordinate system (x,,x,xr) and the arbitrary

coordinate system (xi, -rj , xj ) are related as follows,
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Figure 3.6: Transfomation of Cartesian Coor.dinate Systems

then the transfened damage variables Df and damage effect tensor M i,o, arc givenby,

Dit = gug1D",

M'¡¡¡ = 8i"818*,,ïnM o*

',,, 
[#]=[li 

'*'i,]
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If (.n, , x, , -ri ) is the plincipal coordinate system, then D,j becomes,

[o,,J=

Equation (6) shows the for¡rth ordel damage effect tensol M(D) written in a 6x 6 matrix

so that the effective stress tensor is still symmetric. To show that M(D) is applicabte to

any albitraly coordinate systems, we will employ the vectol' form of stress as given by

Equation (18). Rewriting the tlansfomed effective stress õi = St"Eló,, in the following

form, we get:

D,gl,+ Drglr+ D.,gl,

symmetric

Dßuizrr DzSpBzz I Dtïniz Dßn&tt DzEnSn t DtBnSn
n,gl, + nrgj, + o.,g2u Drgztgtt t Dzgzzgn * Dßxgt

D,gl,+Drglr+Drgl,

{õ'} = [c,]{õ} = [o,]([n¿, r"l]t"t)

I r'iI 9ztl"
lc'J=l ,";' ,

I s",s,,

Lg,,s,,

8?, 8?,

si c'"

{r, g:t

9tz9zz 8tz8æ

Szz9tz Sx9zz

9tz9tz Sn9zz

= (fe,lfa, ( n)l[ oo 
] 

-' 
) { ", 

}

=lu¡1n¡l¡",¡

)o o
-ôl lò12

28zz8zt

2&ßsz

Sn9zt * 8n8zz

Szt9tz r Szz9st

Sn9zt * 8¡8p

28nBrt

2gug""

2 8zz8gt

8n8n t 8o8x

8sz8æ * Szz9zt

8n8zs r Sn9tz

2BtBn

2gug",

2SzzBzt

8ß8^ I 8 r8x

ô33ô21 ' ó3ró2i

8n9zt I St9sz

ndlmln¡lis defined as,



lu ¡ntl = [c ][ 
a, ( n)]le,l-'

If (x,,xr,rr) is the plincipal coordinate sysrem and lUrfnll is given by Equarion (26),

then the explessions of [ø; (o)] aLe,

,¡ =f ,*rur-I),P(g.g e-Drl2 +2guor,rgor*rn-,tr,,/r), for i, j:1,2,3
t=l

u1, =\" anlZS¡+¡r|ç+z¡re "rl' +(?çr,¡B¡,*ry¡.,¡¡¡ + 8J¡a¡1r+r¡81i+z lr)t ,t""n),

for i:4,5,6

l't; =\aaþls{i+¡xhç+z¡¡Bvê-Drl' * suBr,o*u(8,,n,)k8(¿+2xr+Ð + gç*¡ro*$t*qo)" '"'/'1,

fori:4,5,6,j:1,2,3

v;^=faønlzg,obrog?ne-o't"*(g*8rr**,r +sr.*rqgro)(e*grø*¡+8,ç*¡gro)e-'*,t'f,

t t¿t =itøttfzEt*Bz*ss*86-¡¡(-D'P *(grrgø-,xr*¡* &r*-,lgtu-¡o Xg,* gru*¡ * grc,r¡Err)r-o"'t'f

for j:4,5

M'jt =2Mi, for i = 4,5,6, j : 1,2,3

M|= Mí, for i:5, 6' j: 4,5



Note that in these expressions, we used the notations D,*, = D,, âIld g¡(,,*:l = gi,,, wherc n

may be any integels. For example, D, = Dru = D2 aîd gzs = g2124¡ = gzz. To verìfy the

rcsult, we note that fol the case of isotr.opic damage, the following is recovered,

Mi,=eDE,,=Mu

It is vely difficult to quantitatively define large damage since it depends on many factors

which include the matelial itself, the level of loading, the amount and nature of clefects, the

evolution of damage, etc. Howevef, because the large damage theory l.everts to the small

damage theoly when the damage is small, it is better to use the lalge damage theory when

in doubt. Based on this âpproach, one can perhaps quantitatively define large damage as

follows: large damage is said to occur when the difference in the predictions of the two

theories diffel by more than l0olo.

3.5 Applications

To demonstlate the method, the large damage theory is now applied to three cases:

uniaxial tension, pure torsion and elastic perfectly-plastic material with elastic damage

behavior. Damage variables are evaluated for each of the case, and comparisons with the

small damage theory of Chow and Wang [34] are presented whenever possible.

( I ) Uniaxial Tension Model

In accordance to the large damage theory for the anisotropic damage, the constitutive

equations under tension arc,



I ." 1
et = 

-e'"tAt 
=--=Al

er=--4¡-' 'a,=#o,

D,=D,-hi=''C,8)

,,=r,-r*= r[*,8)

or l-
c, - -------------_' -'=U.' E.\1- Dt)' E '

-v -nÊ"= sÍ_Dñ_D)o'=Eo'

(30)

(31)

(2e)

(32)

-v -i,,..
"'= u;l;¡r¡o' =Ëo,

where Ê = e-'u' E ", i,, = s(''-o'), , i,. = e(',-'ì)u are the effective young's moclulus and

Poisson's ratios respectively. Thus, the damage vadables D, D, anrJ e can be evaluated

fiom,

o,=-!^L'28"

(33)

The conesponding constitutive equations derived from the small damage model are,

Q4)

(3s)

(36)



(37)

where Ê --(t*o,)'n", i,,r=f$v, i,.,=9n. The cìamage vzuiables associared1-D, '" l-D,
with this model are thelefole given by,

o"=t-!0-o,)=r- jL
Vt' \tz

o,=t-Jl-o,)=t-*

From the two sets of expressions for damage variable D, it is clear that the small damage

theory rcsults given by Equatiow (38) to (a0) can be easily recovered from the large

damage theory results of Equations (32) to Qg via a Taylor series expansion and

neglecting the higher order terms which is justifiable when the damage is small. Some

plots showing the range of applicability of these two theories are presented next.

A plot of the damage variable Q predicted by the large damage and small damage theories

versus the Young's modulu s l:itio Éf n, is given n Figure 3.7. Observe that atlarge Êf n"

ratios, the two theories agree as expected, but they showed significant difference as the

ratio decreases. The value of Q predicted by the two theories differ.by at least B.47o for

damage measurea at Êf f .< 0.7. In Figure 3.8, a plot of D, computed by the large

(38)

(39)

(40)

E

E"



damage and small damage theories versus the Poissonrs ratio parameter i/v is presented.

Once again, the overall trend is similal.. Just as for Dl, the second damage variable D,

computed by the two theories differ by af least 8.47o for damage measured at Êf E"<0.7.

The graph of the third damage valiable Q is the same as D, and thus, not given hel€.

0.4 0.6 0.8

Young's Modulus Ratio, E/Bo

Figure 3.7'. Damage Variable Q Velsus Young's Modulus Ratio
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Figure 3.8: Damage Variable D, Versus poissonrs Ratio

Actual experimental data depicting anisotropic damage from an initially isoúopic material

prior to loading was presented by chow and wang [34]. It would be interesting to

compare the two theories based on these experimental measurements. In their work, a

series of uniaxial tension tests was carried out using specimens of aluminum alloy 2024-

T3. They measured the effective variables E and i, fiom which the damage variable D

can be computed. A plot of the damage variable e versus strain e is presented n Figure

3,9. As expected, the two theories agree very well at small strains, but lhey differ by at

Na 0.2s
g
-.o
RI

Ë 0.2
o)
òo

ÉE 0.1s
Q

0.1

o Large Damage Theory

o Small Damage Theory

E/ no - o.s
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least 47o fot ¿> l5%o. A similar plot of D, versus € is shown n Figure 3.10. However,

the diffelence here is not so dramatic, which is undelstandable since the test is a uniaxial

tension test and thus, the damage is more pronounced in the loading dir.ection, namely in

D, dircction. For isotlopic material undel uniaxial tension, the graph of e is identical to

D2.

/
-/
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Small Damage Theory
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Figure 3.9: Damage Variable e Versus Strain
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Figure 3.1O: Damage Variable D2 Versus Strain

(2) Pure Torsion Model

As a furthel' application of the proposed large damage theory, a shaft under pure torsion

M as shown in Figure 3.11 is considered. The principal stresses under a maximr¡m shear

stress T are o | = f,, o2 = -r, O: = 0. The constitutive equation of Equation (24) can now

be written in the following form,

3.5

S3
N

a
ei 2.55

è0

É(d --a 1.5
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f::l=.19ry :l:t
l;:l ""L-'* T r*]l;l

(41)

Figure 3.ll: A Shaft under Purc Torsion

Solving for D,, D" n Equation (41) yields,

o. =ln Y-'x
' 2 Y'-1

o"=!n !' 2 v"-l

where

¡ =1(e, +e,)
tto

(42)

(43)

;{-"('.ä).,FFÐ=} (4s)



The effective Young's moduli and Poisson's ratios are now given by,

Ê,=8""-'a =t.T+

Ê"= [ 
"¿-2D' 

= B. (47)

v
\J,^ =N?-: 't - -''Y

irr=Y7D'-D' -rY

The effective shear modulus G can be evaluated by a tÌansformation of the damage tensor

D and damage effect tensor M(D) ftom the pr.incipal stress axes system (x,, xr, ,r) to the

(xi, x'r, x!) coordinate system. Altematively, we could also transformed Equation (41)

directly from the (x' xr, rr) to (xi, r;,.Ìj) systems as shown n Figure 3.11. The

direction cosines for these two cooldinate systems are,

(46)

y2 -l
v

(48)

(4e)

òn

9zt =

From the transfomted ¿'q¡ration (41), we gel,

J'8n=- 2, 8r:=U

tÃNZ
8zz = ---7-, 8u=u

2
(s0)

8zz=0, 8zz=0, S¡: =l

J'
2'

^ltT'
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Employing the relation

t.=2(1 +y)G.

we get the effective shear morlulus õ for. anisotr.opic damage, i.e.

!=úut,)"=(i.#.r^+)+

ã 2(t + v)G.\t -;rDt + prD, + 2\t"?t:+4

Note that fol small damage, Equation (51) can be expanded in the exponential series ancl

when higher order terms arc ignorcd, the conesponding expression of Chow and Wang

[34] are recovered,

ã - 2(1+ tt)G"
"-L-.----'..---t;-(r-q)' ' (r-D,)' ' (r-qXr-D,)

A plot of õ/G versur the damage variables D, D, for y = j is given in Figure 3.12.

Observe that the same patterî is obtained, namely, as the damage gets bigger, the

predictions of the two theories start to differ. signiñcantly.

(s l)

(s2)
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( c ) E lastic P e rfect Iy-P lastic Mode I

Next, a large damage model of an elastic perfectly-plastic material with elastic damage as

sketched in Flgøre 3.13 is outlined here. The undamaged constitutive equation for uniaxial

tension is,

where e, is the strain at yield. The effective elastic modulus can be computed

Equation (23), and assuming isotr.opic material and isotropic damage, it is given by,

lÛ"e, if e<e,(t=<
[4e", if e>e,

(53)
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Ê = e-'o E"

Figure 3.13: Elastic perfectly-plastic Behavior.

Hence, the damage variable is,

n = -!n!28"

or, in terms of sfains, the complete expression is,

l1
o=f;^?' ror e>e'

[0, for e<e"

If the damage is small, Equation (56) reduces to,

(54)

(ss)

(56)
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(57)

Figure 3.14 shows the variation of the damage variable D with strain e. Once again,

significant diffelence between the lalge damage theory and the small damage theol.y begins

to occilr as the damage gets bigger. In particular., at e = 0.15 the predictions of the two

theories differ by 9.5olo.

a

o

Large Damage Theory

Small Damage Theory

0.15 0.2 0.25

Strain, e

Figure 3.14: Isotropic Damage Variable D Versus Strain Ratio
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It is clear from the compadsons of these three cases that the hypothesis of total

complementaly energy equivalence is not applicable for large damage since large emors

can occulwhen the damage becomes large. Also see comments in pages 32-33.

The formulations derived so far are ¡lainly based on apriori knowledge of principal

direction of damage tensor. This is because of the simplicity in derivation, clarity in

physical meaning and practical practice in the measurement of damage in a specimen.
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DAMAGE EVOLUTION IN DUCTILE MATERIALS

The hypothesis of incrcmental complementary energy equivalence cleveloped in the

plevious chapter togethel with the iÛeveÍsible thermodynamics theory arc now applied to

study damage evolution in ductite materials. comparison with expel.imental results arc

presented.

4,1 Ductile Damage Evolution

Due to the existence of discontinuities such as voids, microcracks, inclusions, etc.,

engineering materials are in general, fuìomogeneous. In addition, when materials undergo

plastic or local plastic deformation, the stresses and strains within the deforming materials

are not uniformly distributed. As a result, macrocracks may fust appear at locations of

these defects. Many works ll4, 17,42,95, 961 have shown that ductile fracture in metals

is the end result of a sequence of three processes: void nucleation in the fust phase, void

growth in second phase and void coalescence with increase in plastic deformation in the

third phase. At this stage, fracture occurs. These processes are graphically summaúzed in

Figure 4.1.
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In cDM, a continuous damage variable is used to describe the above degr.adation

plocesses by interpreting as follows: damage gener.ation when the damage is very small

and is mainly caused by void nucleation, damage growth when the clamage increases as the

voids grow, damage instability when ductile fi'acnue occurs due to void coalescence.

These thlee phases of damage evohltion arc shown ir Figure 4.2. ll is ther.efor.e, highly

desirable to develop a darnage model for preclicting the damage evolution in ductile

materials. Note that for a material under loading, phase 2 is the most impol.tant as the load

capacity and life expectancy ofa structure are dependent principally on it [97].

(a) Void Nucleation (b) Void Growth

+

(d) Fracture (c) Void Coàlescence

Figure 4.1: Ductile Damage Evolution



Figure 4.2: Progression of Damage Evolution

4.2 Irreversible Thermodynamics Theory for Damaged Materials

The irreversible thermodynamics theory is one of the basic theories in continuum

mechanics. It has been successfully used to describe the damage shengthening criteria [84]

and damage ductile ftacture [13]. Alt]rough the basic theory is the same, Chow and Lu

[84] emphasized the description of this theory on the damage shengthening criteria. In

addition, Lemaiûe [l3] has also incorporated his strain equivalence hypothesis into the

thermodynamics theory. However, it was found that for anisoÍopic damage, this resulted

in an asymmefic stiffuess matrix which is inconect. ln our proposed large damage model,

due to the use of the complementary energy, this asymmeüy situation does not arise. We

formulated the general therrnodynamics theory for damaged materials and then based on

our large damage theory, developed the damage evolution model.

In an isothermal process, when a slowly changing (quasi-static) loading is applied to a

solid' the energy hansferred to the solid is either stoled as an elastic strain energy or



dissipated by one ol more mechanisms arising from the re-affangement of the

microstructures. For example, the nucleation and growth of microvoids and their ultimate

coalescence into macrovoids is one of the approaches through which the imparted energy

dissipates. It is well known that thermodynamics plinciples provide a more general

approach to modeling dissipative phenomena. Damage evolution is an ineversible a¡rd

evolving process govemed by the second law of thermodynamics. An h.reversible

thermodynamics theory fof constitutive equations has been proposed as the most general

framework for unifling the modeling of inelastic defomation and intemal damage of

materials t98,99).In particular', this theory can be extended to the unified theory of CDM

by describing the internal state changes due to the material damage via the use of a proper

intemal state va¡iables. Essentially, the damage variable D is treated as one of the intemal

state valiables which influences the free energy of the system. Let the total strain tensor be

decomposed into the elastic and inelastic strain tensors, e', ep respectively. That is,

e=Ê," +eP

For most of the engineering matedals, the Helmholtz ftee energy per unit mass V¡r is a

ñmction of internal state variables, i.e. r¡À(e", r, a ,D,T), wherc r,g and ? are the intemal

variables representing isotropic and kinematic hanlening, and absolute temperature

respectively, A state coupling of these pal âmeters can exist, as evident f¡om Table 4.1

t1001, in which the state coupling of a 2024 aluminum alloy is depicted. Note that ,.1,'

denotes state coupling and "0" uncoupling. To determine whether we have state coupling

or uncoupling, \ve can resort to qualitative microscopic considerations. For example,

Lemaitre and Marquis [100] argued that the development of decohesion is affected by the

interaction forces between atoms, and therefore, the elastic behavior is coupled with the
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damage evolution. On the other hand, they indicated that the development of slips has no

eflects on these forces, and thus, no couplings between these two states. Taking into

account the coupling and uncoupling states in Table 4.1, ryä for an aluminum alloy can

be expressed as,

yl I (e", r, a, D,r) = r¡'(e", o, r) + yi þ,r) + yi@,r) (s8)

in which !r",Vi,Vt are respectively the free energies due to the elastic strain and

damage, isotropic hardening and kinematic hardening. From r¡Ì/ given by Equation (5g),

we ca¡r define the following generalized therrnodynamic forces,

Table 4,1: State Coupling and Uncoupling (Lemaitre and Marquis Ii00])

au"o=Pôre'
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E-ep T c r D

E_EP I 0 0

T I 0 0

d 0 0 0 0

r 0 I 0 0

D I 0 0 0



v=-nN"'ãD

R = -p+tdr

A= -ôè\1 ';
'àa

in which p is the density of the material arul a ,Y ,R,A al€ associated with elastic str.ain,

damage, isotr opic hardening and kinematic hardening respectively. Note that y is also

sometimes called the damage strain energy rclease rate. Then the entr.opy pr.oduction rate

density p@ can be written as,

P@=Xo./29 (63)

where x and j are the thermodynamic conjugate force and flux vectors respectively,

given by,

(64)

Herc 4 denotes the heat flux vector. substituting Equation (64) nto Equation (63) yields,

o. èP + Ri + Aa + v . b - q 
+ $arir > o

(60)

(61)

(62)

x ={o,n,e,v,-fr*u.}

¡ ={t,,i,a,n,q}'
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Using Legendre tlansform, the complementaly enetgy per unit mass r¡r 
. can be exptessed

as,

- àu"e' = p 
d̂o

Substituting Equation (66) into Equations (60)-(62) and noting that r¡/1 is made up of

components indicated by Equation (58), we can get the following equations for. the

generalized thermodynamic fotces in terms of the complementary eneryy per unit mass

v":

r=ofu''àD

n=pS
dr

Pl¡' (o, r,cx, D,T) = o. e" - PrY" (e", r,u, O,f)

ftom which we can get the elastic stlain, namely,

(66)

(70)

(61)

(68)

(6e)

. Aìr, "A=A-:L
dû.

4,3 A Damage Evolution Model
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Having formulated the general constitutive equations via thermodynamics principles, we

can now derive a damage evolution model. suppose therc exists a dissipative potential ry'1

associated with the entlopy production rate. This irnplies from Equation (65) that v/ is a

flrnction of the following variables; (to ,La,O,q; a, R,A,y,T). To obrain the rems of

the thermodynamic flux vector .I, *e can partial differentiate r¡r,i with respect to the

conesponding conjugate valiables of x. Take for example, the damage evolution equation

for the ó given by,

D= (71)

With the above general constitutive equations from the thermodynamics, we can now

derive a damage evoh.rtion model. The elastic strain energy of the damaged material per

r¡nit mass ìs given by,

l-
W" = 

"E*ei'ei,

in which ã is the fourth-order tensor of effective modulus of elasticity. For isotropic

damage the effective elasticity can be obtained from Equation (32), that is,

É - Ee-"o

where the hypothesis of incremental complementary energy equivalence has been

employed. r¡" can also be calculated as the sum of shear strain energy and volume dilation

eneryy with the tensor of elasticity written in terms of youngrs modulus.E and poisson's

âvu
ðv
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ratío u. Let o' and e"r be the strcss deviator and strain deviator, oä and e;r be the

hydrostatic shess and hydrostatic strain, then there are following relations,

e",=L1!o'=-ligo,E Ee-'"

- l-2u l-2u
ctr * "---- \) t) - 

-----------:'= ( ) ,,''E"Ee-""

o',t = a,, - arõ,,

I
o,, = -fr'(o )

J

ei,'=e,,-eoE,,

i
e',, =1tr(e')

in which ôu is the Kronecker delta. Thus the elastic strain energy becomes,

*'=;l#o',o¡+zffio?,]

#þu.r.r,'-rr[*)]

whele o"n is the von Mises equivalent stress given by,

(72)

"", =(|o¡";)""
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The general expression for the damage strain energy release r.ate Y has been shown

Equation (60). For isotropic damage,

v=-nfu"'AD

Substituting Ecluation (72) into the above equation r.esults,

, = -u#li,r + u) + 3(r - 2u)[;)']

_ _o|rt' ,( o o\
E '1"", )

(73)

wherc

r(7)= io.,r .,<, - r'{s,..)'

The constitutive equation for damage evolution is given by Equøtion (71) and for

isohopic damage,

Q4)

where we choose r¡'r to be computed from,

D =Sl_ðv

ryd 1v, p; p, o,rl = csçf,y Q, _?,!- r" i, (7s)



in which p is the accumulated plastic strain defined by,

;=!z=(?;,;,\"'' ¿î 13, ,)

Rupture occuls when p=¡t. Tlne valiables ,S, C ancl n arc rcspectively, a temperatut.e

dependent constant, a material constant ancl a strain hardening exponent. Accorcling to

the Ramberg-Osgood hardening law, we have,

o"o= KP"

in which K is another material constant. Substituting Equations (73) and (75) into

Equation (74) yields the following constitutive equation of damage evolution,

('16)

b=_,*,(i)rp;

By usng Equation Q6), then

b=-z{/s''lø. - or"-,oøs " lo", )"" " 07)

*=-*,(i),0"-u,,,-,oo (78)



where Q= 2CK2 is a material dependent constant. Observe that Equation (.17) is a

differcntial model which is valid for any loading path. The material constant n Equation

(77) can be determined by proportional loading test. In this case the stl.ess f iaxialify

a,, f a",, cÙr be consiclered as a constant with respect to time. Assuming the rapturc

happens at the'upfule strain ¡;" which corresponds to the damage threshold at failure D.,

i.e.,

Dl,,=,,"= D,

Integrating Ecluution (78) we get,

Let the initial condition of damage is Dlu_u, = D , then fr.om Equation (79) we have,

(7e)

(80)
Q _ D"-n" "-1",\,øs- ço.urt l%)

Furthennore in one-dimension case, we have

,"_,=h,(i),,"_r.

i=+,[a)=', p=E

then it is obtained from Equation (80) that,

Q = D"-D.
nES (e. - e")"

7l



whele e, and e. are the one-dimension strains at initial damage threshold damage at

failure. Thus E4 uation (78) and Equation (79) become,

an=-,ffi@"-p)" tt*) (81)

(82)o= o.-(o" '.,8;),(i)
Equarion (81) is a differential model and thus valid for any loading path, whereas

Equation (82) is only valid fol proportional loading. Observe that except for the stmin

hrudening exponent n, it is not necessaly to know all the other material constants in using

Equations (81) and (82) for damage modeling. The parameters 4,4, e., eo can be

evaluated ffom a uniaxial tensile test. However, this is not true for p" and ps which are

dependent on the stress triaxiality ratio arfa,o, Lemaitre [13] assumed that this

dependence is the same for both quantities, and that the ratio p.fp" does not depend on

the triaxiality ratio. It is further assumed that this ratio is equal to its value in the one-

dimension case, namely,

P" =e'p" e.

In view of the above equation and noting that Dlo_r, - Do, we have after solving for p"

n Equation (82),



(83),.=r"r=(i)

Wilh Equation (83), all the material constants in Equatiotts (g 1) ancl (g2) can be

determined by a nniaxial tension test. It is seen that all the parameters n Equations (gl)
and (82) have definite physical meaning and that makes the model very useful for.handling

plactical applications in damage evolution analysis.

4,4 Experiments and Predictions

In order to assess the performance of the ploposed model, some compar.isons with

experimental rcsults arc necessaly. we would like to rcfer to the wol.k of Roy et. al. [14],

who studied the nucleation and growth of voids during tensile straining of some

spheroidized carbon steels. The relationships between the fraction of voids and plastic

strain for some carbon steels were obtained, Some mechanical properties and damage

thresholds are given nTable 4.2.wilh these parameters, the damage evolution in the case

ofone dimension has be evaluated by using the model developed in this ttresis.

Table 4.2: Mechanical Prope ies and Damage Thresholds (Roy et. al. tl4l)

Steels TCC) n D o%o D 
"qo

eo

r015 22 0.31 0 4.853 0 t.40

1045 22 0.22 0 6.805 0.10 0.925

1090 )) 0. i9 0 4.907 0 0.645



Depicted in Flgu res 4.3(al(c) are some comparisons of damage evolution predictions for

steel 1015, 1045 and 1090 with the experiment results of Roy et. al. [14]. Observe from

the glaphs that good agreement between the theoretical predictions ancl the experiment

results arc obtained. It can also be seen fi'om these figures that the damage increases

approximately linearly duling the void growth phase until it reaches the rlanage instability

phase, i.e. fracnrrc, where the damage increases r.apidly.

Figures 4.4(a)-(c) illustrate the influence of the stress tliaxiality 
'atio 

on the damage

evolution of these three kinds of steel. obsele that at a higher. stress ûiaxiality ratio, the

damage evolution is gleater. For modeling of other materials, we have plotted, n Figures

4.5(a)-(d) the damage evolution with different strain hardening exponents under varying

súess [iaxiality tatios where we have assumed €o = 0 and constant stress triaxiality ratio

during loading. It can be seen fi'om this figure that the stress triaxiality ratio has a strong

i¡fluence on the damage evolution. Also, as the ratio increases, the span of phase 2 during

damage evolution reduces rather significantly and this, unfortunately implies a faster rate

ofdamage.
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DAMAGE DISTRIBUTIONS AND DAMAGE ZONES

JUST AHEAD OF A MACROCRACK

In this chapter, damage zones and damage distlibutions just ahead of a macr.ocr.ack under

Mode I loading are analyzed via the proposecl hypothesis. comparison with finite element

analysis for damage and Dugdale's model fol plastic zones are made.

5.1 Damage Evolution at a Macrocrack Tip

As presented n chapter 4, ductile fracture in metals is the end result of a sequence of

three processes; void nucleation, void growth and void coalescence. In particular, this

process occurs in the region just ahead of a macrocrack tip as depicted n Figure 5.1 . The

void nucleates nainly during the second phase by particle fracture or by interfacial

decohesion. Further growth occurs with the increase of plastic defomrations. The true

stress in the ligaments between neighboring voids increases as the ligaments become

progrcssively thinner. This leads to void coalescence and subsequently, intemal necking

between neighbot'ing voids takes place until a ductile fi.acturc occurs.



(a) Void nucleation (b) Void glowth

I

(d) CLack extending (c) Void coalescence

Figure 5.1: Damage Evolution at a Macrocrack Tip.

5.2 Description of the Nonlinear Behavior in Materials

The nonlinea¡ behavior of materials is attributed to the presence of plastic flow. However,

if damage is considered, the nonlinear behavior is the result of damage or plastic flow ol.

both' Damage is caused by microcracks and voids through the process of nucleation, void

growth and coalescence, and thus, affects the elastic properties of the material. on the

other hand, plastic flow produces a permanent defomation in the material. This nonlinear

phenomenon is observed by the loading and unloading curves of a specimen as sketched in

Figures 5.2(a)-(c). Note that in these figures the unloading path BC is always parallel to

elastic loading pajú:, oA. ln Figure 5.2(a), the material exhibits only elastic deformations,

but with damage. Hence, its elastic modulus is rcduced rc Êo. At point B, the straìn e is

given by the sum of the elastic damage strain e; and the elastic strain of the undamaged

matelial efi. That is,

e=e'o+eí



(a) Elastic Damage without Plastic Deformation

(b) Plastic Deformation without Damage

o

(c) General Unloading Path

Figure 5.2: Unloading Paths



rn Figure 5.2(b), a body undergoes elasto-plastic deformation but without damage during

the entire loading path O+ A+ B. Hence, the elastic modulus remains unchanged. At

point B, the sffain consists of elastic and plastic deformations, namely,

e=ei+eP

Figure 5.2(c) depicts a general unloading path in which all three kin<.ls of defolmation

exist at point ß; elastic deformation, elastic damage and plastic deformation. Hence

e=et+e"D+eP

The elastic modulus in this case is Êi and it is obvious that,

E"> Ê;> Êu

is true. In particle-reinforced materials, the particles may fracture. Therefore, decreases in

strain hardening can be obsewed when the particle volume fraction or particle size is

increased. This is due to the accelerated damage in the form of particle cracking in higher

volume fraction and/or larger pæticle size materials as has been found by Hunt,

Brockenbrough and Magnusen [97]. A physical interpretation of the three cases in Figure

5'2 is depicted tn Figure 5.3, where a specimen under tensile loading r is considered. we

have assumed that voids, microcracks and other defects of the material can be represented

by an equivalent void. Hence, if L. arrd Ll , N: , Mo, ML denote the original length,

the undamaged incremental lengths during loading and unloacling, anct the damagecl

incremental lengths duling loading and unloading lespectively, then we have,
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Figure 5.3: A Physical Representation of Unloading paths.

ln Figure 5.3, Paths l,2,and 3 correspond to the unloading curves of Figares 5.2 (b), (a)

and (c) respectively. Note that in Path 2, the equivalent void during loading is completely

Iecovered during unloading. This phenomenon is that of damage deactivation and ß

different from the concept of damage healing [101] which represents the amount of

damage decrement when compressed,
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Figure 5.4 shows the experimental results of typical loading-unloading stress-strain curves

[102]. observe that ltigure 5.4(a) cleafly represents the situation in Figures 5.2(b) anrt

5.2(c) described earlier while Flgure 5.4(b) depicrs the case of Figure 5.2(a).
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Figure 5.4: Experimental Loading-unloading paths [102]
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5.3 Damage Distribution in the Region of a Macrocrack Tip

Accolding the hypothesis of the inclemenlal complementary eneryy equivalence, the

lelation between the clamage varjable and the effective young's moclulus for. isotropic

damage as discu ssed in Chapter 3 is

where Eo is the Young's modulns and E, is the effective young's modulus at the damage

state D. The effective stless is

The¡efore

(8s)

consider a plate with a central crack under Mode I loading as shown n Figure 5.5. The

crack length is assumed to be small compared \¡/ith the overall width of the sheet. Also,

the thickness of the sheet is assumed to be small compared with the crack length, in order

to prcserve the state of plane stress.

Ë;' = 
'"'' 

E:'

,=;"(+)

6o=eDo.

D= r,fg¿l
( 
",,/

(84)
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Figure 5.5: A Plate with a Macrocrack under Loading (Mode I)

In accordance to lineal elasticity, an undamaged matedal exhibits linear constitutive law.

Typically, due to damage, strain hardening occurs as the loading continues past the

proportional limit. This is illnstrated in Figure 5.6.

Damaged.-.->
Eouivalent+-

(a) Equivalent Linear Elastic Material (b) Damaged Material

Figure 5.6'. Undamaged and Damaged Materials.
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The equation for damage distribution can be developed fi.om the damage definition and the

property of the material. In the following, the damage distribution along a macrocrack

under Mode I loading is formulated fol elastic-perfectly plastic materials, and the l.esults

arc then compaled with those predicted from a finite element analysis. Figure 5.7 shows

an elastic-perfectly plastic matelial with o - e relationship anct yield str.ess o' and the

following equation at the damage state D holds:

E"e"= Ê,,e

eoe

Figure 5.7: o - e Relationship for Elastic-perfectly plastic Materials.

ln view of Equation (86), Equarion (84) becomes,

(86)
8.. e

Ee

"= 
j''[;)

86
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The experimental results of Rooke and Bradshaw I i03j show that the strain in the plastic

zone varies in accordance ¡s ¿ * (x - a)-, for x> a . Utilizing this infomation for the

loading case studied hele (Mode I), we have:

^c.
x-q,

where c, is a constant and ¿r is the half length of the initiat cfack. Thus, the clamage

distlibution along the clack tip can be expressed as,

(88)

(8e)o=!n c" =D.+ltn b

2 e"(x-u) " 2 x-a

wherc å is the length of the damage zone in .r-direction, and D, is the damage at the

x=u+b (ot x=c) boundary of the damage zone as sketched in Figure 5.5. Note that D6 is

the damage when the void growth begins and is loading path-dependent.

To assess the proposed model, a finite element analysis of the plate shown in Flgøre 5.5 is

now given. The purpose is to evaluate numerically, the damage distribution in the region

of a crack fip. Figure 5.8 shows the dimensions of the plate and its fi-nite element model.

observe that due to the symmefy of geometry and loading, only one quarter of the plate

needs to be discretized. Both 3-node and 4-node isoparametric elements are employed in

the model. To determine the degree of discretization of the finite element mesh, the von

Mises stress of all elements connected at a node arc computed. If the relative difference

between them is less than a prescribed value, which for our case, is selected fo be 3vo,

then lhe mesh is assumed to be suffrciently acculate. For the region around the crack tip, a
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much finer mesh is used. Hence, the total number of elements and nodes employed in the

model are 1398 and 1335 respectively.

(c) Mesh around the Crack Tip

Fígure 5.8: A Center-Cracked Specimen and Its Finite Element Model.

(b) Finite Element Modeì
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Figure 5.9: Damage Disûibution in the Region of a Crack Tip
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Figure 5.10: Damage Distribution in the Damage Zone Along the Crack Tip.
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An elastic matedal behavio' is assumed. However, when the material is damaged, it

exhibits a pedectly plastic behaviol as given n Figure 5.7. Three loading cases arc

analyzed,, namely o_ =0.6oy, a_=0.7a, o_ =0.8oy. The damage distribution around

the clack tip is then calculated via Equation (85). The results ar.e sunmarized in Figure

5.9. Obselve that the damage pattelï atound the crack tip fol rlifferent loading magnitudes

are similar in shape, but as expected, the damage zones get larger with increasing loacls.

This is evident in the sketch of Figure 5.9(a)-(c). To gauge the relative size of the damage

zones, a vaúable length scale of 0.6mm is indicated on the top left corner of each figure.

The maximum damage variable incleases ftom 1.3327 to 1.486g as the loading increases

flom 0.6o, to 0.8or. In Section 5.4, we will discuss the size of the damage zone along

the crack direction.

Figure 5.10 shows the damage distribution along the x-axis of the damage zone as

predicted by Equation (89) for the three loading cases. In this equation, Dt=O is assumed

and å calculated by the finite element analysis for the three loading cases arc 2,9g, 4.54,

7.00 respectively. It is seen that the theoretical predictions agree closely with the finite

element results. Therefore, the expression n Equation (89) can be used to compute the

damage distribution along the crack tip.

5.4 Size of the Damage Zone

Dugdale [52] obtained the size of the plastic zone for Mode I loading, for. an elastic-

perfectly plastic material. In his model, the length of the plastic zone is assumed to be
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much greater than the thickness of the sheet but still very small compared to the other

geometric parameters. He also postulated that the effect of yielding is to increase the cl.ack

length by the extent of the plastic zone in which the stress in loacting direction has attained

or. In this work, Dugdale's model is employed to calculate the size of the damage zone by

replacing o" with the effective stress õ. That is,

6 = eDo,

The shess outside the damage zone consists of two parts o = o ), + o ,, . The fonner is due

to the extemal load o-, and the latter is due to the load on the crack face of the damage

zone as shown n Figure 5.1 1. These two stress components can be detemined via the

Westergaard stress function V which is a complex function of the variable z=x+iy. The

general expressions for stress computation using ll are,

Figure 5.11: Dugdale Model with Damage.

(e0)
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o. =!1 V/_yS V,

o., =91 V+yS V'

1- = -y9l rU'

(e1)

wherc lY' is the derivative of ]l/ with rcspect to ¿, and g1 and g refer to the real and

imaginaly paÍts of V. Fol the case of uniaxial loacling o_ and using Equation (91),

Westergaald [104] showed that the sttess o",, along the ¡-axis is given by,

o, (x) = o-

where I is the abscissa originating af x=a+b as <trawn in Figure 5. 1 1. To obtain an

exprcssion for o¡, , first we assume that the damage zone is loaded by a pair of

continuously varying forces 6(x)dx along the x-axis which result in a stress r/o,r, outside

the zone. Based on this assumption and using westergaardrs stress function as obtained by

Irwin [1051, we have,

rJa',2

To derive the actual stress z/or, îtom do,r,, we need to take into account the presence of

voids inside the damage zone, This can be conveniently achieved via an influence frinction

w(¡). That is,

(e2)

(93)
2

tË
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do ,, = w(x)do'r,

Due to voids in the length r/¡, an effective loading length ¿/i should be used instead.

Budia'sky and orconnell [56] studied the elastic moduli of a r.andomly ar.rayed penny-

shaped cracks in a¡ isotlopic elastic solid and obtained the following damage varìable in

terms of the effective Poisson's l'atio i and the effective voirl climension parametet.ã,

(e4)

8,, ¿

E" .f (1)

45t(v) = 

-

16(1 +iX5-4i)

(es)

(e6)

Note that the effective void dimension parameter ã pr.ovides ilformation on the voids in a

given area. It is assumed by Grady ancl Kipp t1061 that ã can be described by the

following expression,

d=N¿

where d is the average void dimension in the area under consideration and N is the number

ofvoids per unit area. To describe N, a rveibull statistical function which has been used to

provide a satisfactory quantification of the inherent microcracks leading to tensile fracture

[107], can be employed. Thus the effective loading length rü can be expressed as,

(e7)dí= w(x)rlx = (t _ ã¡ax



From Equations (84), (89) and (95), we get an expression for the effective void dimension

ã as,

Once again, if A, = 6 is assumed, then

a =(r -;"'-"':)ñ,)

;t =(t- " 
- o\rttl

\ b )""

ln view of Equation (97), the weighting ftrnction in Equation (94) is given by,

,,,.r=;(t-ff)r(v) (ee)

The stress outside the damage zone due to loading in the damage zone or, is thus

computed using Eq uations (94) and (99). Thar is,

o,,--Jw@)cto,=-iÇS*ro ffi¿<oa. (roo)

The total stress is now given by the summation of Equations (92) and (100),

(9s¡
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Since o(.r) is f,mite at the boundary of the damage zone, viz., at x=c (or E =0), ttre

following condition in Equation (101) musthold,

o^-? l*<*t ft7uur*=o (102')

fi'om which the size of the damage zone can be computed. To ca .y out the integr.ation in

Equation (102), a non-dimensional variable À is introcluced by letting x= a+ b(1_\)= c_bL.

Then D and rø(:c) can be expr.essed as,

Substituting Eqrøtions (90) and (103-104) rnto Equation (102) and assume D, = 0 yields,

D=D,+lln I

" 2 1-1"

lr(r) = 1- À,f(i)

' - - ", }E ï(r - i,¡(i,))rzlr - xru (r * Lx)-% dx = o

(103)

(104)

and after integration, we have,

i -i$lo - r&ùB(+, +),(;, ),,, *)

i),(:, i','*)l='*f(i)B(+,



where Bþ, q) and F(a, þ; y; z) are the bera and hypergeometr.ic functions tl0gl defined

as follows,

u(r, Ð=+Ð_(_n_rgffi_!)

r(*, ß; y; .) =djfr) å!-#s1,)#

Hence, the non-dimensionalized damage zone can be computed from,

( l0s)

(r06)

where

Figure 5.12 shows the variation of the effective poisson's ratio i with strain, for

aluminum alloy 2024-'13 [34]. observe that this variation is very small which is true for

/\2
f"q- ì

t=t* ( or,/
o 

z[0- r<Ð)H,+ r(ÐH,]'-("i)'

,,= u(*, ;),(+, ;' " ;-+)

,,= u(I,i),G, ;' "' +-*)

(107)

and
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most engineering materials. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that the effective

Poisson's ratio has a nominal variation around 0.3, namely, i= 0.3.

l.tt¡tr¡ l¡$¡ ¡0. r r

0 510 1520253035
Strain X Vo

Figure 5.12: Effective Poissonrs Ratio (Chow and Wang [34])

Figure 5'13 shows a comparison of the damage zone computed by Equation (107) wiúr

the finite element predictions for varying ratios of the extemal loading o_ to yield stress

<1". The agreement with the finite element analysis is very good. It would be interesting to

also compare Dugdale's plastic zone in this plot. using the concept of sIF, the expression

for Dugdale's plastic zone is given by,

The result is plotted in Figure 5.13. Notice that Dugdalers plastic zone is compamtively

largel than the damage zone predicted by the proposed model.
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DAMAGE ZONES IN MATERIALS WITH STRAIN HARDENING BEHAVIOR

In this chapter, the work in the plevious chapter 5 is now extended to include strain

haldening matedals with elastic damage. As before, comparison with finite element

analysis for damage and Dugdalers model for plastic zones are also given.

6.1 Damage Distribution of a Strain Hardening Material with a Macrocrack

In the foregoing chapter, the damage distribution in the region of a crack tip under Mode I

loading has been analyzed via Equation (84). It is assumed here that the unloading path

corresponds to elastic damage without plastic deformation as shown n Figure 5.2(a).

Also, the stress-strain curve of the material is assumed to follow a uniaxial stress-strain

relation of the Ramberg-Osgood type given by,

if o < ol,;

if o> or
(108)

where o, is the initial yield stress which is often taken as the flow sftess to account for the

strain hardening effects, e, = oy lE is the strain in tension, and n (1 > n à 0) is the strain

18",,(t=<
[o, (e/e, )",



hardening exponent. when ¿:1, the lineady elastic behavior is recovercd ftom Equation

(108), and in the limit ¿-+ 0, the elastic-perfectly plastic case is recovered. In CDM,

Equation ( 108) can be written in the following form,

wherc fiom ErTaations (108) and (109), the effective young's modulns É,, is given by,

1s,,", if o < o, ;
o=<,

[ðre, if o > o, ,

¡=L¿r"lgl2 \e")

( 109)

(110)

(r12)

t, -(".\'-"t"-\.)

Substituting E4z ation (110) into Equation (84) yietds,

(111)

The stress disaibution o(x) along a crack under Mode I loading can be formulated by an

experimental study or by a finite element analysis. In wang and chow [36], they analyzed

HRR fields for damaged materials. In their work, they obtained similar stress expression as

derived by Hutchinson [i09]. That is,

o.. = C¡'"-'ö,,(0)

o€s = crs-2óso(e)

o,. = crttõ,. (o)



in which c is a constant and õ,"(0), ós0(0), óÆ(0) are stress amplinrdes. From the parh

independence of"/-integlal, Hutchinson [109] showecl that for virgin materials,

- 2n'+1
n'+7

(u3)

where ¡z'= 1/n. However', Wang and Chow [36] aryued that this property of the path

independence of-/-integlal is violated when damage near the nlacrocrack tip is considercd.

They not only justified this theoretically but also numerically.

l

-------l a5 -"
Figure 6.1: Closed Curve l- at the Macrocrack Tip

consider an arbitrary closed curve l* as shown n Figure 6.l. rf w is the strain energy

density, then following the same analysis as outlined for virgin materials, they showed that,

ï = {r,way - o i¡n¡u¡.,cls

=ll ^'fffr*a*o



which implies that the path independence does not pr.evail when considering damage

around the macrocLack tip. Instead of Equation (113), they suggested the following

fo¡mula,

where G= n'*m and ,' is a matelial constant. lf m=0.5 is chosen (iust as in wang an<ì

Chowts work [36]), then the exponent in the stresses of Equøion (112) becomes,

c .- 1 I

G+l n'+m+l

=_ 2,
2 +3n

Therefore we can write the stress distribution along the crack in the following expression,

2n

"(Ð=c,f 
t l* (u5)

\x - a./

where c, is a constant to be determined later and ¿ is the half lengfh of the crack.

comparing Equation (115) with Equation (10s), the following strain distribution is

dedved,

2G +1

G+l

e(x)_C"l I l,*
'" 

- 
",\r-")

(114)

103

(116)



substituting Equation (1 16) into Equation (1 I i), we arrived at the following exprcssion

of damage distribution along a c¡ack for strain hardening materials,

(117)

Using the damage value D,, at the boundar.y of the damage zone, i.e. x = a+b, where l_¡ is

the length of the damage zone in x-dircction and ¡ is the abscissa as sketched in Figure

5.5, the constant C" can be for¡nd. fi Db=0 is assumerl, then fi.om Equation (li7), we

get,

2

c"=orbÃ

Substituting the explession of C. back into Equations (115)-(117), yields,

o=!-t,^19-( t l*'l2 lor\x-a) l

2( b \r-"'o(.r)=oyl- 
|\x-a)

2

I b \z+:n
e(r) = e l-l"\x- a)

D=r-"h( b \2+3n \x-a)

(118)

(11e)

(120)

Note that for an elastic-perfectly plastic material, ¿ = 0 and the sfiain distribution of

Equation (1 19) along a crack is found to vary as e(x) * (x - a)-t which is consistent with

the experimental lesults by Rooke and Bradshaw [1031.



Again, the fmite element model of the plate given in Figure 5.5, is used to assess the

proposed model. The comparison includes a numerical evaluation of the damage

distribution in the region of a crack tip. once again, the three loading cases ar.e analyzed,

namely, o- -0.6o' a-=0.7ov, o- =0.8oy. The strain hardening exponent chosen ar.e

n = 0.1 , 0.2 and 0.5. As shown in Figure 6.2, the load is applied by five steps. Figure 6.3

shows the comparison of the stress distribution or Equation (118) with the finite element

results. The same finite element model of Figure 5.8 is used. A good agreement of stress

distribution is observed.

Figure 6.2.. Load application steps

At each load step, the damage around the crack tip is calculated using the incremental

complement¿uy energy equivalence model sketched n Figure 3.3 and represented by the

following equation,

aty 
"(aa,, 

É;1.0,, D + dD) = W "Qb,rno, 
E;', D)

1.0
0.9
0.8
0.6
0.4

o/o-
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Here the shess incl€ment between the load steps is taken as tlo, The lesults arc

summarized n Figures 6.4 to 6.6. Observe that the damage pattern al.ound the crack tip

fol different loading magnitudes ale similar in shape, and as expected, the damage zones

get larger with increasing loads. To gauge the lelative size of the damage zones, a var.iable

length scale of 0.6mm is indicated on the top left corner of each figure. The maximum

damage valiable increases from 1.124 to 1.353,0.980 to 1.225 anrl 0.560 to 0.727 for

n:0.1,0.2,0.5 respectively as the loading increases from 0.6o" to 0.gor.

Figures 6.7 to Figurc 6.9 show the damage distribution alolìg the x-axis of the clamage

zone as predicted by Equation (120) for the three loading cases. In this equation, the

values of å calculated by the finite element analysis are used. It is seen that the theorctical

predictions agree closely with the fnite element resr.llts, especially for the case of z:0.5.

Therefore, the expression tn Equation (120) can be used to compute the damage

distribution along the crack tip. In the next section, this equation is also employed to

evaluate the size of the damage zone.
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6,2 Size of the Damage Zone along a Macrocrack

rn chapter 5, the size of damage zone was analyzed using the Dugdale model for. elastic-

perfectly plastic materials under elastic damage. Now a similal method is employed hele to

fotmulate the size of damage zone along a crack unclel Mode I loading, for str.ain

hadening materials. we employ Dugdale model to calcnlate the size of the damage zone

by replacing o(x) with the effective süess õ(x). That is,

ô(x¡ = ¿o 6ç*¡ (122)

The stress outside the damage zone consists of two parts o = o), + or,. The former is due

to the external load o-, and the lattel is due to the load on the crack face of the damage

zone as illustrated, n Figure 6,10. The expressions of o, and o* are the same as those

givenby Equations (92) and (94), namely,

o¡ (x) = o-

da ,, = w(x)do'r, (t23)

where I is the abscissa originating at

weighting fi.¡nction which depends on

x=a+b as drawn in Figure 6.10. Note that the

the effective void dimension ã is different. The
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expression for ã is obtained by substituting Equation (84) into Equation (S9) and

comparing with Equation ( 120), we get,

( . 1tt:,t \
,;=l'-[îJ".'")r<"t

Figure 6.10: Dugdale model with damage

Hence, the weighting function in Equation (123) is given by,

( .2(hÐ\
,(")=1-[1-[T)*" 

)trø
(124)

A sketch of this weighting function is shown n Figure 6.11 for a prcscribed i = 0.3 but

different r¿.
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The stress outside the damage zone but due to loading in the damage zone oÌ can be

computed usng Equations (100) and (124). Introducing a non-dimensional variable À by

letling x=a+b(l-)')=c-b1,, then D and w(x) can be expressed as,

o--,i !n,r, (t2s)2+3n 1-À

w(x) = | - f (í,) + (t - )t¡"'-%"" ¡ 11¡ (126)

Similarly, using the condition that the stress o(x) must be fi¡ite at the boundar.y of the

damage zone, rhat is Equation (102) and substituting Equations (122) and (125-126) nto

it results,

Lt6



2o--õy-

Upon integration, we have,

[Itt 
- t,tl^* {t - x¡'""/*''(t - *r)n,o

I,row' tr-r,1""%'"'(r- +^)* ^l=,

lbt_
\zc

in which B@, q) and f(c, B; T; z) are agarn the beta and hypergeometr.ic fl¡nctions as

defined in Equations (105) and (106). Hence, the non-dimensionalized damage zone can

be computed t'om,

(t27)

whele

i i$ir -ior,(j, #),(i,;'+.#,*)

;t)'(+' +' +.;-' *)]='

å.,'Ð

.î(ÐB(+,

"t,, Ð=r(å, ^)r(:,;'



Figure 6.12 shows a comparison of the damage zones computed by Equation (127) with

the FEM predictions for three strain hardening exponents, n = 0.1,0.2, 0.5 and for

varying mtios of extemal loading o- to yield stress or where i= 0.3 is assumed. obser.ve

that the agreement with the FEM analysis is very goocl. Note that in all three cases, the

size of FEM results arc lalger. than our. CDM mo<lel whe¡r o_ = 0.goy . This is because of

frnite donain of the FEM model which becomes more accentuated as the ratio

o* / ay + 1.0. It would also be interesting to compale the Dugdale plastic zone in this

plot. To do this, we formulate the plastic zone fol stlain hardening materials by extencling

the Dugdale model fol elastic-perfectly plastic mater.ial. Instead of the constant stress

distribution o, in the ofiginal Dugdale model for elastic-perfectly plastic mater.ial, the

stress distribution in the plastic zone for straining hardening materials o(.x) is assumed to

be given by Equation (118). In fracture mechanics, the stress intensity factor (slF) under

Mode I loading can be obtained by means of a Green function I I 10]. Aclopting this

approach, the Green function for the center cracked plate is,

,<*,o>="ffi_,"¡

and the SIF is expressed by,

K,G) = J" 
g/,c)o(x)ctx

Letting x=a+b(1-),)=c-bì', K, can be written as,

u, ro = rlþ Ï' rxtrx (r - |x)%,n

(128)

(129)
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In view of Equation (118), finally we have,

K,tù=o,pr(#*, å\
,r')

Thus, the plastic zone at the front of the crack tip is given by,

( 130)

Fol the case of the external loading in the form of uniform tension, we have.

K,(c)= 6-Jn,

then, Equatíon (130) can be written as,

(131)

The rcsults are plotted n Figure 6. i2. Notice that the Dugdale plastic zone is

compalatively larger than the damage zone predicted by the proposed model. However, as

the stlah hardening exponent n is increased, the agleement between lhe two sizes

becomes closer.
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DAMAGE PERFORMANCE IN THE VICINITY OF'A MACROCRACK TIP

The influence of damage on macrocrack tip palameters is studied in this chapter.. we have

focus our work on the stress intensity factor only. Damage clistfibutions and the size of the

damage zone developed in the previous chapters are employed in the model developed

here. The effects studied include local fracture path deflections, a reduction in the modulus

of elasticity and a release of residual stresses during the microcracking plocess.

7.1 Solid State and Damage

At the microscale level, all materials are composed of atoms, with each atom held in place

by bonds. Therefore, the deterioration of properties of a material is related to the

debonding process between atoms. when a shear stress is applied, a dislocation may move

gradually and may create a plastic sÍain without debonding as sketched n Figure 7.1(a).

Due to the presence of the microdefects, it is possible that the dislocation may cease in

these consûained zones as depicted n Figure 7.1(b)-(c). Also, during migration, the

vacancies may aggregate to form di-vacancies ol even higher vacancies [110]. Eventually,

a void is created along the grain boundary 176, 1111as shown n Figure 7.2. Continued

agglegation of vacancies causes the void to glow and coalesce to folm a microcrack. ln

other words, damage has occurred. Microdefects usually run along grain boundaries but



get arested at boundary junctions. The glain boundary sliding stimulates the nucleation of

grain boundary voids [13]. Note the unloading paths and the change of material

behaviors conesponding to the three cases of Figure 7.1 are the same as presented in

Figure 5.2.

lTÍ,

ffiffiffi.-.-î--t

(a) Elementaly Deformation

T_ T_

ffiffiffi-- 
1 -- 

T-

(b) Elementary Damage

T_ T-. f 
-.ffiffiffiftH-n ¡fr_ffJ itï-T-l-l..-T-.-T

(c) Elementary Damage and Deformation

Figure 7.1: Elementary Deformation and Damage
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Figure 1 .2: Voids or Micloclacks along Gr.ain Boundaries

1.2 Damage in the Vicinity of a Macrocrack

Damage distributions and damage zones just ahead of a macrocrack have been analyzed in

previous chapters and reported in Mou and Han t6l, 621. They affect the crack

propagation and the conventional fracture parameters such as the croD and sIF. This is

because these parameters are dependent on the effective length and effective direction of

the microcracks and their interactions, on the stability of the void growth, and on the

coalescence process of the microcracks. conceptually, the postulated macrocrack growth

model in the classical theory implies a continuous separation of material along a plane

ahead of the macrocrack. However, the experimental evidence of A¡rderson [49] showed

that instead of continuous extensions, microcracks and voids are created and enlarged to

join with the macrocrack. Figure 7 .3 depicts the microcracks and voids distributed just

ahead of a maclocrack under Mode I loading. A statistical distribution of these defects
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sketched schematically n Figure 7.4 has been presented by Kachanov, Montagut and

Laures [1 l4].
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r 1- i-
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ll¡i-r+
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Figure 7.3: Microcracks and Voids in the Vicinity of

a Macrocrack under Mode I Loading
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Figure 7 .4: Statistical Distribution of Microcracks in the Vicinity of a Macrocrack



under Mode I loading, a detailed observation alound the macr.ocrack tip reveals that therc

is a small incrcment î of the macrocrack length (see Figure 7.3) and a cr.ack-tip opening

angle (croA). In contlast to croD, this macroclack length increment ïì also called the

crack |i¡t a¿lvunce tlisplacement (CTAD) by schwalbe tl 151, is a pal.t of the damage zone.

The second palameter', croA reflects the local slope of the macrocrack faces near. the

macrocrack tip. An expelintental lesult showing the variation of crAD as a fturction of

the applied SIF fol AlZnMgCu 0.5 material is depicred inFigure 7.5 t 1151. When CTAD

is consideled, special attention must be exercised in the measurement of croD, since the

clip gage values arc usually converted to the point where the macrocrack tip was locatecl,

prior to the propagation of the macrocrack, i.e. at .r : r¿. Thelefore, CTOD has to be

measured at some distance behind the tip, namely, at CTAD. Otherwise, the CTOD may

vary with the development of miclocracks as shown by the experimental r.esult of Luo,

Quarrington and Embury t 1 161 in Figure 7.6. Also, in the process of void developments

such as nucleation, growth and coalescence, voids coalesce to form microcracks in the

vicinity of the tip of the macrocrack, i.e. in the damage zone. That is, the effective length

and the effective direction of these microcracks are better reflected by crAD and croA
rcspectively. Thus, crAD and croA used in conjunction with croD more accurately

reflect the crack-tip behavior, but it should be mentioned that measurcments of crAD and

croA are not hivial. At the microscale level, the macrocrack growth direction is most

likely dictated by the instantaneous microstructure of the material, such as its grain size

and grain boundary, the local orientation of crystallographic planes and the defects in the

crystals.
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7.3 The Effects of Fracture Path Deflections on the SIF

It is widely accepted that the dil'ection of the crack extension can be predictetl by one of

the fiacture mechanics parametels such as the sIF, the energy release rate or the strain

energy density (s-criterion) [l18]. Nuismer' [119] established an energy release rate

critelion fol a microcrack plopagating at an arbitraly angle fi.om an existing macrocrack

tip by assuming that the strcss field at the macrocrack-microcrack junction is continuous.

In the prcsence of a damage zone preceding the macrocrack, the cr.ack extension becomes

jagged as can be seen in Figure '7.7 . For this situation, it is necessary to take into account

the clack path deflections which is also consistent with the wolk of Rubinstein [120].

Figure 7.7: Local Fracture path Deflections

To model this sihration, we consider a single ffictive microcrack joined to the

macrocrack, but at an unknown direction. This single effective microcrack is consistent

with the concept advanced by Kachanov, Montagut and Laures Il 14] in their.work on the
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intemctions of a macrocrack in a field of statistically distributed microcracks. They argued

that the effects of the clusters of microcracks on the macrocrack tip can be simulated by a

single efJèctive collinear microcrack. we feel that it is more rcasonable to assume an

unknown direction for the single effective miclocrack instead of the same direction as the

macroclack. obviously, the length of this effective microcr.ack increases with the

microcrack density inside the cluster, but still infinitesimal compared to the size of the

maclocrack. It should also be mentioned that Kachanov et. al. found that the zone of

"short range" intelactions plays a more dominant lole comparecl to the zone of "long

range" interactions. The formef is defined as the zone consisting of sever.al microcracks

closest to the main crack tip, while the latter is the zone relatively far away from the

macrocrack. For a random field of microcracks, the effects of interactions may either be

shielding or amplification of the slF at the macrocrack tip. If the rcsult is an amplification,

the macrocrack will propagate until shielding is attained. Another important point to

considel is that the presence of local peaks of sIFs at microcrack fronts can result in a

local propagation of these fronts until they are stopped by local shielding. with these

considerations, we can now examine a macrocrack with an infinitesimal path deflection at

its tip. The stress field of a plane macrocrack is given by Williams [ 121] as,

.. = #{",1t "*f -.*f]. r, l-s.' }. :,"' f;]}
-4a, cos' o + o(J r)+. . .

", = #{,, þ.*! *.",f;] * ø [-:.' t - r,, ræ]]

-4arsn' a + o(.J r)+.. .

(132)

(133)



where a polar cooldinate description is used as illustrated in Figure 7.B and a,, a2, bt aÍe

constants detel'mined by the boundary conditions.

or.

Are

oe

Figure 7.8: Stress Field of a Macrocrack

Due to the symmetry nature of cosO and the antisymmetry nature of sin e, lhe stresses o,

and t," tn Equations (133) and (134) contain symmefical and antisymmetrical

components which conespond respectively to Mode I and Mode II cracks. Therefore, if
we assume there is an infinitesimally small microcrack, then 0 can be taken as the kink

angle as shown in Figure 7.9(a). Neglecting higher order tems, Equations (133) and

(134) can be written, for the case ofa single kinked deflection, as follows,

"" = #{,,[.i" 
9*,i" f] * a,[.*å. r.",T]]

+za,sin'A+o(Jl)+','

o"=ci,h+rh#=#

e

(134)

(13s)
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where K, and K,, are SIFs for the macrocracks, antl likewise, k,, k, arc SIFs for

microcracks of the Mode I and Mode II respectively, as sketched n Figure 7.9(a). The

coefficienrs C; (i: t,2; i: 1,2) are defined by,

cl, = j(:.*! *.",T) =.",, å

+ = -1('. å.,i' 
19) = -:,i"t.*' !

cl, = jþi" ! *,r" f) =.m f .*,f

rt = +(."';. 3.",T) =.".å(r - r,,, |)

Equations (i35) and (136) can be re-expressed as,

lq=ClrK,+Cf2Kil

k"=ClrK,+C!rK,,

or in matrix form,

(136)

fo,l_[.],(el cå(e)lfK, ].

lk"J l_cj (e) cj,(e)llr,, 
J
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Figure 7.9'. Macrocrack with Microcrack path Deflections

For a doubly kinked microcrack with kink angles 0, and 0, (see Figure 7.9(b)), the

conesponding k, and þ are,

,ft,l_fci,(e,) cå(0,)llcÍ(0,) c,,,(e-)ll'r. ì

1-, 
j =L.iir, j òi,toi,l)là:,te,j ii,t',j)|u,1 (r38)
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Thus, for a general case of a microcrack

deflections, we have,

with m-number of infinitesimal kinked path

¡.¿,1 lcl,(e,)
l*,) Lcí(e,)

( l3e)

Note that the overall size of a kinked microclack should still be infinitesimal compared

with the main cIack, otherwise Equation (139) is invalid. For. convenience, Equations

(137) to (139) can be expressed by the following general expression,

c,i(e,)l fci;(e,,,) ci,(e,,,)lfr, l
ci(e,)l Lcj,(e,,,) ci,@,,))Ix,,l

Ik,) [Dl,(o) Di,@)11K,)

lr,J 
= 

l_oj,(e) ¿å(e).11r" I
(140)

Obviously, for the simple kinked case, D; =C;, (¡,¡=t, Z). The energy release rare

¿ugument can be used to combine k, and þ into an effective or a cleflected SIF Kr. The

result as given by Sih and Liebowitz ll21l is,

x'r=lri +tt (141)

According to Equations (137) to (l4l), KD can be written in the following form under

Mode I loading,

KD - f@)Kt ç42)

where we have termed /(0) as the rt.acture path deflection factor. (FPDF). For a pure

Mode I case (x,, = O) , the expression of /(e) can be easily obtained as,
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/(e)=

Figure 7 .10 shows the valiation of FPDF as a function of the deflection angles for single

and double kink cases. For. either. situations, it can be seen that f(g)< t.O which implies

that the infinitesimal fractule path deflection produces a shielding effect on the

plopagation of a macroclack. This explains why path deflections (or CTOA) occur. in

stable crack plopagations. FoÍ the single kinked case, the shielding effect increases with an

increasing deflection angle, whereas fol the double kinke<l case, the second deflection

angle may amplifu ol shield the slF computed fiom at the first deflection angle. However.,

the overall effect is still a shielding.

7.4 The Effect of Reduction in Moduli and Release of Residual Stress on the SIF

As mentioned, the damage near the tip of a macrocrack can cause a leduction in the

modulus of elasticity of the material and thereby affects the sIF of the crack. Steif [6g]

studied this influence for a semi-infinite crack penetrating a circular inclusion. Budiansky,

Hutchinson and Lambropoulos [66] and Hutchinson [67] considered the change of slF

resulting from stÏain changes due to the release of residual stresses when microcracks are

formed in the near tip area of the macrocrack. However, in their model, effects such as

damage distribution and damage size in the vicinity of the macrocrack tip werc not

considered. In Mou and Han [61, 62], a continuum damage mechanics-based model for

the prediction of damage distribution and damage zone was proposed. This model will

now be employed to investigate the effects of the damage on the SIF.
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Assuming the damage near the macrocrack tip is isotropic, the damage distribution along

the macrocrack fol Mode I loading can be estimated from [46],

D=l-n h( b \
2+3n \x-a)

whele r¡ is the stlain hardening exponent, a is the half length of the macrocr.ack, å is the

size of the damage zone in the ¡-direction. In accorclance to the inclemental

complenìentary energy equivalence proposed by Luo, Mou and Han t411, the r.educed

Young's modulus ã, is given by,

. 2(t- )E" ( b \,.3,
É, \*-o)

Assuming this relationship is also valid in the entire alea of the damage zone (see Figure

7.11), we have,

, -2(t-)E. f n(e¡ 1*,,
4-l;6-/

¡

_h.,
0

Figure 7 .11: Damage Zone
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Introducing a modulus reduction factor (MRF) ¡(Zr) for ttre SfF as follows,

K, = Í(É,)K, (143)

and noting that K M is the modified sIF due to a change of the modulus of etasticity, then

¡(É,) "nbe 
expressecl as [67],

Au,)=t+(s, -f)ô, +(s, +f)ô,

', = *l: Ul cos0 + 8cos20 - 3cos30) h[R(O)]r/e

", = -f,[ {.ore+ cosze)n[n(e)]ao

(144)

where

õ,=rfg-rl' l-v[G, )

Note that Go,\oandGo,i arc the original and effective shear moduli, and poisson's ratio

rcspectively. Invoking the following relations,

""=iîõ' G,=ffi

^ t(-c -lò^ -_j v_=s__v I' l-vl c, )
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we have,

G 
-(t+í1)8"Gu (t + v)8,

Since ãr, is dependent on r(0), the effective shear moclulus õo and the effective

Poisson's ratio V (oI alternatively, the palameters ô , , ð, ) will also var.y with r.(0).

Intloducing the averaging parameters ô, and ð, of the damage zone for. the MRF as

desclibed by Eqz ation (144), we have,

( 14s)

in which A is the area of the damage zone. Strictly speaking, the stress field based on the

HRR fields for a damaged material [36] should be used in establishing the shape of the

damage zone. But if we assume the material to be undergoing elastic damage as depicted

n Figure 5.2(a), then an approximation to the shape of the damage zone can be obtained

via the elastic fields, The result is,

n(e) =Çþ+coso +$sin'z0) (146)

where the size of the damage zone at 0:0 is given by R(0) = c - d, and c is determined

from [62] as,

5,=ü,^u''o. o=[-^u"'' JJÍA JJlO
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I
ú

-t"r)

in which

Note that the functions B(p, q), F(a, þ; ^l; z) arc the beta and hyper.geometr.ic functions

which are defined as follows,

45¡{V)=-
16(l+i'X5-4i,)

1*r, e'l2)

B(r,,ù=+t(-trt9ffi k¡-

a(o, o)= r(+, .) ,(;, :'

Figure 7.12 shows the result of the modified SIF for i = v, = 0.3, taking into

consideration the influence of a reduction in the modulus of elasticity. observe that the

result is always shielding. Also, the influence of a reduction in the modulus of elasticity
parameter ø"f(nr)^, on the SIF is a linear variation whereas, with respect to the strain

hardening exponent n, the variation is nonlinear. Note that the former culve agrees very

closely with the first-order solution in Fig. 9 (isotlrpic damage) of Chow and Lu [73].
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Figure 7.12: Influence of a Reduction in the Modulus on the SIF

7.5 The Effects of a Release of Residual Stresses on the SIF

In the process of microcracking, residual stresses are released. These residual stresses are

originally developed during the formation of polycrystaltine or multi-phase materials due

to thermal mismatches between phases or therrnal anisotropies of single crystals. Suppose

that the microcracks are nucleated without any preferred orientations, then the release of

the rcsidual stresses can cause dilatational transfomation. Thus, the sûain within the

region r < R(0) is govemed by,

i+v v ^ 1

"u 
= , 

o, --o*oðu +:coõo
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where ôt is the Kronecker delta and <¡ is the dilatational transformation strain. The

induced SIF change is given by [66],

In general o(r,0) is unknown apliori, but if we consider the critical condition when par.t

of the damage zone has attaiDed a fully uniform transfornational dilatation with <o = <o7,

then Equation (147) becomes,

^K 
= T+ñJJ ^ 

r,r[r(o)] -'l' cos] eaa

*=ffiEl,JilÐcosåe,ze

II ^u,^frø

(147)

(14e)

( 148)

where oz is the value at a safurated state when microcracking ceases as depicted in

Figure 7.13. Note that r(0) n øquation (148) is valid only for the region where a f,rlly

transfomational dilatation has occurred. under this condition, the parameters ô , and ô,

can be taken to have the same values as the averaged quantities õ, and 5, given by

Equation (145). Thus, r(0) can be evaluared from,

| . 2o-") I

*li#t#.J'"'-']=,
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(a) without transformation strain

Figure 7 .13: Characteristic Tensile Stress-strain Curves with a Saturation Stage



Simila¡ to the MRF, we can introduce a residual stress release factor (RSRF) "f(o,.t)
such that it modifies the original SIF as follows:

r<o= ¡(o¡or)K,

in which Kr, is the morlif,red SIF due to a release of resiclual stresses. comparing

Equatiuts (148), the RSRF can be computed fr.om,

/(cr, Ê) =,. rþ^i _õ Ef ./i{o)cosf oze ( 150)

where cx = E(0'' la, , þ =o -lo , and, r(e) can be determine d îrom Equation (14g). The

results of RSRF as a function of the ratios o and p are plotted n Figure 7.14 for the

values of z :0.1,0.2,0.5, 0.7. Note that i = vo = 0.3 is assumed in these plots. Clearly,

/(cx',Ê) < 1 in these graphs and once again, this implies that a shielding effect on rhe

original SIF is produced by the transformational dilatation arising ftom a release of

residual stresses. observe ftom Figures 7.r4 and i.r2 that for the selected range of

loading o- < 0.8o, and Eør f o, < 2, the shielding effects are smaller for the case of a

release of the residual stresses than a ¡eduction in the modulus of elasticity.
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7.6 Toughening of Damaged Materials

In the proceeding sections, the shielding effects have been analyzed. In general, these

effects can be replesented by,

K,,n=K+ÁK (1s r)

where K,,,, denotes the stless intensity factor right at the macrocrack tip, K is the applied

stless intensity factol and 
^K 

represents the reduction of the stress intensity of the

macrocrack in the ofiginal matrix material. To assess the toughening effect, it is natural to

assume that the macrocrack statts to grow at,

Krrp = Kírp (ts2)

where Kfo is the critical fracture toughness of the macrocrack without considering

damage. From Equations (15 i) and (152), we have,

K1
K,ip 1+* (153)

Note that the applied stress intensity factor K represents the apparent fracture toughness

measured fl'om the standaìd fracture toughness test and attains the cr.itical value Kn, when

the macrocrack starts to grow. conespondingly, ÀK becomes ÂK". Thercfore, Equation

(153) can be rewritten as,
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K,,,= 1

Ki,p 1++ (rs4)

It is obvious from Equution (154) rhat the cr.ack tip shielding (¡f..0) would lead

dircctly to the effect of miclocrack toughening. However, it should be pointed out that

Equation (154) is not sufficient to pledict the toughening inclement due to the damage in

the vicinity of a nacroclack. This is because the micloclacks adjacent to the macrocr.ack

tip will cause a detel'ioration of the intrinsic resistance to fiacture of the material, an effect

which may partially or totally offset the toughness incrcnent delived from the shielding

which is also pointed out by Ortiz and co-workels t70,711. Therefor.e, one also needs to

know the inhercnt toughness of the microcracked material compared to a similar material

which does not undelgo this same kind of stress induced micr.ocracking or damage. One

way or another, the toughness of a material with damage in the vicinity of a macrocrack

must be detemined or infened from experiments.
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CH¿prrn Ercnr

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

All the wolk described in chaptels 3-7 are now summalized, with the r.elevant conclusions

arc highlighted. This chaptel then ends by pr.esenting a section on suggested future wor.k.

8.1 Summary

ln this thesis, the hypothesis of incremental complementary energy equivalence is

proposed to derive the constitutive equations under the damage state. Based on the

proposed hypothesis, a large damage theory is fomulated and an anisotropic damage

model developed. Comparisons are made with the model developed by the total

complementary energy equivalence via three applications: uniaxial tension, pure torsion

and elastic-perfectly plastic behaved d¡mage materials. Applying the new hypothesis to the

isotropic damage case, a dam¿gs evolution model for ductile materials is obtained on the

basis of the ineversible thennodynamics theory. The influence of the stress triaxiality and

the strain hardening exponent on the evolution process are analyzed. Good agreements are

found when the predictions are compared with exper.imental results.
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Damage distributions and the size of damage zones in the vicinity of a macrocrack tip

under Mode I loading are analyzed on the basis of the equations developed from the large

damage theoly but specialized fol isotropic damage. The Dugdalers model for plastic zone

is used herc. The analytical results arc compaled with those fi'om a finite element analysis.

The lesults are also compared with the size of the plastic zones conputed by extending

Dugdale's model fol elastic-perfectly plastic matelial to strain har.clening materials. Having

fomulated the model fol damage distribution and damage size analyses, the model is usecl

to study the influence of damage on the stless intensily factol for Mode I loadhrg. The

effects considercd include local fracturc path deflections, a leduction in the modulus of

elasticity and a release of residual stresses in the vicinity of a maclocrack tip. shielding is

produced in all these situations.

8.2 Conclusions

some impofiant conclusions can be obtained as a result of this doctoral research. They are

now stated as follows:

i. A large damage theory developed via the new hypothesis of incremental

complementary elastic energy equivalence is proposed in this thesis. This new

hypothesis has the distinct advantage of being able to reflect damage by modeling

ihe deterioration process incrementally. When the damage is small, namely,

D, <<1, this new theory reduces to the small damage model of Chow and Wzurg

[34]. But as the damage gets larger, the theory of Chow and Wang becomes

increasingly approximate. For example, the damage variables D, and D, predicted

by these two theories for the case of uniaxial tension differ by at least g.4Vo fot



3.

damage characte ilized by Éf ø <O.l . Similarly, when the two theories are applierl

to analyze the expelimentally obtained uniaxial tension results, the damage variable

Q computed by the lalge damage model differs from that of the small damage

model by at least 4o/o for e2l5o/o. In another example, the lalge damage theory is

applied to model the cases of pure tor.sion and elastic perfectly-plastic materÌal

behavior. Fol' the latter, the predictions of the two theories differ. by 9.5Vo at

e = 0.15. Since the small damage model can be easily r.ecover.ed fi.om the proposed

lalge damage theoly, it can be concluded that this lar.ge damage theor.y is mor.e

general than the small damage theor.y.

It is assumed that in the large damage model the pr.incipal direction of the damage

tensol is known apliori. This may pose a restriction if a general boundary-value

problem is analyzed.

A ductile Íìacture in metals is the end result of a sequence of void nucleation, void

growth and void coalescence. In CDM, this process can be interpreted as a

sequence of damage genelation, damage growth and damage instability. A

continuum damage evolution model for ductile material is formulated based on the

ineversible themrodynamics theory. According to this model, damage is dependent

on the accumulated strain, stress fiaxiality and strain hardening exponent of the

material. Comparison with experiment results show that the model can predict the

damage evolution very accurately. It is shown that ttre damage evolution of ductile

materials is sfongly affected by the stress triaxiality.

The hypothesis of incremental complementaty energy equivalence for damage

evaluation is also employed to formulate the equations for damage zone analysis in

a material based on the Dugdale model. Damage distrìbutions in the region of a

macrocrack tip are calculated for an elastic perfectly-plastic response triggered by



damage. In deriving the size of the damage zone, the presence of voids is taken

into account and this is canied out statistically via a weighting function. A fi¡ite

element program is also developed for. the purpose of compatison. Good

agleement with the theorctical pr.edictions is obser.ved.

5. The study of the damage distr.ibution and the size of the ctamage zone is extended

to include stlain hardening materials undet elastic damage. As expected, the size of

the damage zone becomes larger with a decrease of the strain hardening exponent

and an incrcase of extemal loading. The size is also compar.ed with the Dugdale

plastic zone, which is obtained by extending Dugdale model for. elastic-perfectly

plastic materials to strain hardening materials. It is found that the Dugdale plastic

zone is comparatively lalger than the damage zone predicted by the model.

However, as the strain hardening exponent z is increased, the agrcement between

the sizes becomes closer.

6. Using the model developed for damage distribution and damage size, the damage

performance in the vicinity of a macrocrack tip and its influence on the stress

intensity factor are examined. This influence includes local fracture path

deflections, a reduction in the modulus of elasticity resulted from damage in

materials and a rclease of residual stresses during the microcracking process. It is

found that all these factors produce a shielding effect on the stress intensity factor

under Mode I loading. The influence of local fracture path deflections is found to

be quite dependent on the deflection angles. For the single kinked case, the

shielding effect increases with an increasing deflection angle, whereas for the

double kinked case, the second deflection angle may amplifiT or shield the stress

intensity factor computed ftom at the first deflection angle. However, the overall

effect is still shielding. Finally, the shielding effect caused by a reduction in the



modulus of elasticity, decleases with an increase of the sffain harclening exponent

of mateúals. The influence of a release of residual stresses on SIF is depenclent on

the extemal loading and the mate al itself. Its shielcling effect is also decrcased

when the stmin hardening exponent of a material is increasecl. It has a relatively

small effect on the stless intensity factor. compar.ed with the effect of a reduction in

the modulns.

8.3 Recommendations for Future work

The following two lecommendations are suggested for future work.

(1) Microcrack and void closure effect

Undel the compressive stÏess state, damage of materials may be deactivated. For

example, under a cyclically tensile and compressive loading condition, the developed

damage in the tensile cycle may be rendered inactive during the compressive cycle,

although damage still exists in the material. For this situation, it is necessary to

develop a damage evolution model that is able to initiate damage deactivation

Damage in anisotropic materials

This is a more general damage model in that not only the anisotropic damage is

considered but also the anisotropic properties in material itself is taken into account.

For example, damage in fiber reinforced materjals.

(2)
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AppBNmx

NOMENCLATURE

A ovel'all cross-sectional area ofan elemenl

Ã .ffective area ofA

a half length of the crack in Mode I

B(p,q) beta tunction

b size of the damage zone in Mode I

c length of a+b

ã effective void dimension

D damage variable

D" initial damage

Dt, D2, D3 damage in ttre principal coordinate

D damage tensor

Dü elements of D

D" threshold damage at failure

E Youngrs modulus

E. initial undamaged Young's modulus

E elastic tensor

E effective Young's modulus

E effective elastic tensor
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ED effective elastic tensor at the damage state D

F(s.,þ;Y;z) hypergeometric function

/(e) fracture deflection facror.

J'\8,,) modulus reduction factor'

/(",.') r'esidual strcss rcleases factor

G shear modulus

G. initial undamaged shear modulus

G effective shear modulus

õ, effective sheal modulus at damage state D

S¡ direction cosines of the coor.dinate (xi, xi, x!) in (x,,.rr, x.)

i tnermodynamic conjugate flux vector

Kr stress intensity factor.of Mode I

K,, stress intensity factor of Mode II

KD stress intensity factor when the fractur.e deflection is considered

KM strcss intensity factor when a reduction in the modulus is considered

KR stress intensity factor when the felease ofthe residual stress is considered

4 stress intensity factor of the microscopic Mode I

kz sÍess intensity factor of the microscopic Mode II

L. initial length of a¡ element under loading

N.i increment in length of an element under. loading

LL' increment in length of an element after unloading

Alo increment in length of an element under. loading when damage happened

LtL increment in length of an element after unloading when damage happened

M(D) damage effect tensor

lui,tr¡l üansformed damage effecr rensor
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Mukl elements of M(D)

Mí elements of the transformed damage effect tensor

n stlain hardening exponent

ti loading olientation

p accumulated plastic strain

p" threshold of the accumulated plastic strain at l.uptul.e

Q naterial dependent constant

S material dependent constituent

¡ intemal variable of the isotropic hardening;

ladius of a point under consideration in the damage zone

Z tension on an element;

absolute temperature

w(x) weighting ftrnction

(X',X",Xr) principalcoorclinates

(x, x", ,r) Ca¡tesian rcctangulal coordinate

(x'r, x'r, x[) Cat tesian rectangular coordinate

X thermodynamic conjugate force vector

y damage strain energy release rate

z complex variable

o intemal variable of the kinematic hardening

À non-dimensional variable

n crack-tip advance displacement

p mass density of a material

o dilational transformation strain

o?' f,rlly dilational transfomation strain
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ô,

e"

e"

EP

o

o

o'

rt

abscissa

Kronecker delta

elastic stlain

elastic stlain tensor

stlain deviator'

elements of the elastic stlain tensor

hydrostatic strain

inelastic strain tensol'

normal stress

stless tensor

sÍess deviatol'

von Mises equivalent stress

hydrostatic stress

elements of o

stress tensor at the damage state D

yielding shess

loading at infinite disrânce

effective normal stress

effective sÍess tensor

elements of õ

Poissonrs ratio

effective Poissonrs ratio

Vy'estergaard stress fu nction

dedvative of W with respect to ¿

com plementary energy

on

o,j

oD

ay

o_

6

ó

õ..

î,

v
v,,

ìy
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ôV" incremental complementary energy

!1 real part of the Westelgaard stress function

S imaginary part of the Westergaard shess frtnction

I/ " Helmholtz free ener.gy

V" elastic stÍain energy

'V¿ potential of dissipation
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